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Thi the. i i on emed with de el  ping control trategie for a heaving ea wa e 
energ on erter. The obje t ive of thi tud i to improve captured and con erted 
power. in heaving ave energ con erter u ing a robu t hi rarchical control trategy. 
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con traint on the ele ation of the buoy. For thi purpo e, a con trained optimi ation 
quadrati problem i formulated a a function of the wave' ignificant height and 
peak frequenc . The objecti e of the econd method i to maximise the captured 
power wi thout e ceeding the allowable Ie el of the control force and a power take-off 
ut i l i  ation index. S imi larly, three novel lower hierarchical control ler are propo ed. 
The fir. t method contain the P ID (proportional-integral-derivative) augmentation with 
l id ing m de contro l .  Thi method ha an intere t ing feature i n  which the dynamic 
model in the lower Ie  el is not needed. Hence, it can be categori ed as a model-free 
control ler. The tabi l ity and the peed of the convergence error i handled by the PID, 
whi le the robu tne and tracking propertie are conducted by the sl iding mode control .  
The econd method propo e a robu t PID control ler, which is de igned u i ng complex 
polynomial tab i l i  ation. The la  t method propo e a novel lead-lag compen ator, 
which i de igned u i ng Hoo theory with the objectives of maximi  ing the robu tne s 
and tracking propertie whi le min imi i ng the control force of the power take-off device. 
The propo ed method are te ted u ing nominal and perturbation cases in regular and 
i rregular ea tate . The resu l tant performance under d i fferent perturbation cenarios 
i compared wi th exi t ing control technique . 
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Chapter 1: I nt roduction 
Thi chapter pro ide a ummary d cribing the tatu of  renewable energy 
and it c ntribution to global e Jectricit production . ection 1 . 2 focu e on wa e 
an energy, it potential , and how it i quant i tatively e t imated . Mechani m 
f a e energy e tracti n , which are repre ented by Wave Energy Con erter 
(WEC ). are in troduced in ection 1 . 3 .  An over iew of the avai l able control 
techniqu i gi en in ection 1 .4 .  Final ly, the the i s tructure i explained. 
1 . 1  Renewable Energy 
The world i e periencing a tran i t ion towards a su tainable energy future.  
Challenge and threats uch a global warming, air pol lu tion and the expected 
depletion of non-renewable re ources have prompted many countries to seek 
al ternative renewable c lean ource of energy. Furthennore, the modem 
technologie of renewable energy have matured and become more rel iable. 
Pol it ical trend and i nternational organi ation that upport th i  tran i tion have 
emerged. For i n  tance, the I nternational Renewable Energy Agency ( IRENA ) 
ad ocate the u tainable ut i l i  ation and wide pread adoption of aU renewable  
energy type , to promote ecuri ty, acce , u tainable development, low-carbon 
economic prosperity, and growth .  The adopted type include olar and wind energy, 
b ioenergy, and ocean, geothennal and hydroelectric energy [4] . 
Renewable power generation technologie have been avail able i n  the 
conventional m arket .  Power plants based on the e technologies accounted for 8% 
of global energy production in  2004. This share inc rea ed to 29% when l arge 
hydro plants were not included, and 40% with l arge hydro plants inc luded [ 1 ] . 
The renewable energy share of global electric i ty production was 22. 1 % at the end 
of 20 1 3  [ 5 ] .  Figure 1 . 1  shows the hare of each type at that t ime. 
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Figure 1 . 1 :  E'timation of the hare of renewable energy in the global production of the 
electrici ty, end of 2 0 1  
renewable energy technologie by drawing in venture capital and creating markets 
that ha e real i  ed economies of scale and bolstered i nnovation and progress. 
The e trend have d imin i  hed expenses and t imu lated managed development i n  
the div i  ion. Si nce _004, the number o f  nations supporting renewable  vital i ty 
wi th d i rect fi nancial backing ha approxi mately tripled, from 48 to more than 
1 40,  and a teadi ly expanding number of developing nations are sett ing renewable 
v i tal i ty targets and ordering bol ster trategies. Dependable and consi tent trategy 
t ructure are expected to upport the maintained ending of renewable energy. 
The i ndu try need con i tent trategy y tern with specific end goals to develop 
generation l i mit and design new methods. Countries with renewable energy 
pol icie in 2005 and 20 1 3  are hown in figure 1 .2a and 1 . 2b, respectively [ 1 ] . 
The Uni ted Arab Emirates appear i n  the 20 1 3  map with a relatively moderate 
number of enacted policy types (3-5 ) .  
1 .2 Potential o f  Wave Energy 
Ocean waves are of considerable potentia l .  The total amount of power 
contained i n  them is e t imated to be 2 terawatts (TW), reaching the same magni tude 
Number of Policy Types Enacted 
Number of Policy Types Enacted 
• 9 13 .6-8 35 
(a) 2005 
• 




1-2 no poliCY or ro data 
J-2 no policy or no data 
Figure 1 .2: Countrie with renewable energy pol icie , 2005 and 20 1 3  [ 1 ]  
3 
a the world' electricity con umption. According to conservative estimate , 
approxi mately 10-25 % of th i  total  power can be harnessed, suggest ing that  wave 
power could represent a considerable addi tion to total energy resource [ 6 ] .  
Wave energy density, denoted by  J, i s  used to  e timate the potential of  ea 
wave energy in spec ific locat ions and is  measured in  Wlm. Hence, an estimation 
of i nc ident  wave power can be obtained by mul t iplying J by the width of the body 
i ntercept ing the wave. Theoretical l , there are t\  0 ea- tate type : monochromatic 
( a  ea tate with a ingJe frequency ) and pol chromatic (a ea tate with d i fferent 
harmonic ) .  The latter ea tate i the more real i  t ic one. The wa e energy den i ty, 
J, can be calculated for the monochromatic type in W/m u ing Equation 1 .] [ 7 ]; 
im i l arly, the pol chromatic type can be calculated u ing Equation 1 . 2 [ 8 ] .  
2 




( 1 . 1  ) 
where p i the water den i ty in  kq/m
3, q i the gra i tational acceleration in 171/ s2, T 
the \! ave period in  s, and H i the wa e height in m .  
J = p q
2 r S (w) dw 
2 Jo w ' ( 1 . 2 )  
where S (w) i the wave pectral  den i ty. In ocean engineering l i terature, a variety 
of wave pectral model can be found.  Pier on-M o  kowi tz spectra and JONSWAP 
pectra are e ample of the e models  [9 ] .  The e models  can be u ed to generate 
d ifferent pectra with d i fferent peak frequencie , wp, which in turn is u ed to 
generate polychromatic wave for imulat ion purpo es. 
Ocean wave repre ent a global re ource of energy. Worldwide, their annual 
average power level range from 5 k W/m to more than 60 k W/nl. Low to moderate 
level occur i n  heltered and c losed e a  and i n  tropical regions, whi le higher leve ls  
are found i n  the Northern and Southern Hemispheres [ 2 ] .  However the most 
energetic locations are found in the Southern Hemisphere, becau e it experience 
less easonal wave variation [6] . The map in Figure 1 . 3 shows that the ocean are 
rno t energetic between the 50° to 60° l at i tude . The h ighe t power level s  (greater 
than 60 k W/m) exi t eaward along the coa t l ine we t of Scotl and (UK)  and 
I re land,  Au tra l ia, southern Chi le,  New Zealand, northwest Canada, and Africa. 
The data presented in Figure 1 .3 was col lected over a ten-year period. I t  
1 ba ed on a 6-hourly t ime eries of wave energy measurements at each point; 
Average Annual Wave Power (kW/m) • < 5 
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Figure ] . 3 :  Ocean wave energy re ource in kW/m from the ECMWF (European 
enter for Medium-Range Weather Foreca t ) [ 2 ] .  
the model data wa  cal ibrated and va]jdated against ten years of Topex atel l i te 
alt imeter data for each point, a wel l  a buoy data where avai lable .  The point 
are al l  off hore and do not mi rror the waterfront wave atmosphere, which wi l l  
typical ly  be al together d ifferent becau e of different shal low water impacts and 
ea ide protection . Different oftware can be used to derive near-shore wave 
c l imate from open ocean data (e .g . ,  the Worldwaves package, a wel l  as variou 
hal low-water model uch a the SWAN model [ 2 ] ) .  
Wave energy can be een a olar energy 's indirect fonn. However, it has a 
ign ificantly greater power inten i ty of 2 - 3 kW/ml.; this i s  4 to 6 t imes the power 
i nten i ty of wind energy ( i .e .  � 0.5 kW/m'2) and almost 1 0  t imes the power i ntensity 
of alar energy ( i .e .  0. 1 - 0 .3 kW/m'2) [ 1 0 ] .  I n  general wind and sol ar power device 
can generate power 20 - 30 % of the t ime, whi le  wave power device are reported 
to generate power up to 90 % of the t ime [ 3 ] .  
1.3 Wave Energy Converters (WE Cs) 
Wave energy converters (WECs) capture the energy contained in ocean wave 
and u e it to generate electrici ty. Numerou wave energy conversion concepts have 
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been devel ped al l  0 er the world: the number of patented wa e energ conver ion 
techn ique in Europe, Japan, and orth America e ceed 1 000. Although the 
concept and de ign of WEC vary ignificant ly, they can be cia ified into the 
fol lowing mai n L pe . 
• ttenuator 
• Point ab orber 
• Tenninator 
Attenuator ride the wa e .  That i they are placed paral lel to the wave 
d irection.  Pelami , developed by Pelami Wave Power, i an example of thi type. 
Figure lAa how a Pelami  wave farm 
Poi nt ab orber are float ing tructured devices that heave up and down . They 
can al 0 rely on pre ure difference , and hence be ubmerged under the water's 
urface. The ize of the e device i rel atively mall compared to the length of 
the in  i dent wa e.  Therefore the direction of the wa e with respect to the de ice 
i not ignificant . There are a variety of point ab orber , including Ocean Power 
Technology' Powerbuoy. Figure I .4b how a wave farm u ing Powerbuoy [ 3 ] .  
A nother example o f  point absorber i s  the Uppsala University si ngle-body point  
ab orber; i t  ha  a capaci ty of 40 kW and wa i nstal led in the Lyseki l  Project [ 1 1 ] . 
Termi nator device , on the other hand, are dependent on the d irection of 
wave . When they are operated, the wave front must be paral lel  to the principle axi s  
of  the  de  ice; i .e .  thi axi s  must in terrupt the wave by being placed perpendicular 
to i t  main d irection. Salter' Duck, shown in figure l .4c, i s  an example of thi 
type . I t  wa developed at the U niversity of Edi nburgh [ 3 ] .  
Based on  the mode of  operation W ECs can be categori ed  i nto three main 
categorie : 1 )  osc i l l ating water column that use trapped air pockets in  a water 
column to drive a turbine, 2 )  osc i l lati ng body converters that are float ing or 
ubmerged devices using wave motion (up/down forwards/backwards, side to side) 
..... "-'--.l.� - -- - -
(c) Terminator device: Salter's Duck 
Figure 1 .4: Examples of di fferent types of WEe [ 3] 
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to generate e lectricity, and 3 )  overtopping converters that use reservoirs to create a 
head and ubsequently drive turbines [3 ,4 ] .  A power take-off ( PTO) system i s  u ed 
LO con ert the ave energy into electricit . Table 1 . 1  how the e categorie with 
addi tional cJa . i fication ba ed on tructure and location , along with example 
[ 4 ] . 
WEe Type I PTO Technology 
Oscillating water column .-ill turbine 
• Hydrauhc motors 
Oscillating bodies Hydraulic turbine 
Onrtopping 
• Electncal generator 





Fixed at shoreline 
floating 
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There are d ifferent type of PTO ystems, including rotary generators that 
employ energy tran fer methods uch as turbine transfer and hydrau l ic conversion . 
D irect electrical l inear generator are al 0 u ed. Figure 1 . 5 i l l ustrate the variations 
in PrO Y terns [ 3 ] .  
1 .4 Available Control Techniques 
Numerous research effort have been conducted to identify the best method 
of extract ing energy from wave . Previous research ha focused on the concept 
and design of the primary interface; in  addit ion, there i increa ing interest in  
Stri ns 
wave 








1 Hyd raul ic PTa I 1 r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - -
1 I ' I  -!- Piston c' High pressure � Hydraurtc , Rotary I � �� I � fluid rectffiCJItion � motor rt electrical r-r" Generated electricity 
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Hydrodynamic 1\ '- Interaction with V primary interface I generator I , 
I 1 _ _ _ _ _ _  ' I  '----,...----J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Linear generator PTa 
� - - - - - - - - - .., 
, I 
1 Linear , 
'-r electTieal I 
, 
generator , 
, - - - - - - - - - - , 
Figure 1 .5 :  Alternati e PTa mechani ms 
developing control strategies to enhance efficiency and optimi e the power tra in .  
In  general ,  the e control trategie are e ither passive or act ive. 
Pa ive control trategie u e electric  circui t  which are tuned to the dominant 
wave height and frequency of the i te of interest. Avai lable technique uti l i  e 
re i t i  e loading and re onance circuit  [ 1 2] .  They are i mple to i mplement and 
co t-effective. However they have their drawback in tenns of adaptivity. They are 
not able to re pond to continuou changes in ea tate, which results in a narrow 
ab orption bandwidth. 
On the other hand, act ive control strategies are more complex and expensive 
compared to pa si e techniques. However, they provide onl ine control regimes that 
are able to change the WEe dynamic more rapid ly. Accurate prediction algorithm 
are al 0 requ i red to i mplement a more rapid wave-to-wave control [ 1 3 ] .  
1.5 Objectives and Scope 
1.5 . 1  Objectives 
To take the advantage of i mple design control lers with low computational cost that 
can be tuned offl i ne, and at the same t ime achieve robustne s and certai n  degree of 
1 0  
adaptivi ty, the f l lowing objecti e are tated : 
• Develop imple and low computati nal co t hierarchical control trategie to 
enhance the perfonnance of the WEC in  term of captured energy, under 
on trai nt of maximum al lowable control force and maximum al lowable 
ratio of a erage con erted power to i ts mean , or ma imum al lowable buoy 
elevat ion. 
• Improve the reference ignaJ u ed in reference-ba ed control lers with re pect 
to different ea- tate to achieve a certain degree of adaptabi l ity with an 
offline imple method . 
1 .5.2 Scope of the Study 
Hea ing poi nt ab orber W EC are compo ed of a mechanical part which 
repre ent the float ing body in teraction with the ea wave and an electrical 
part that con i t of the PTO and the power electronic etup required for grid 
connection. The cope of till tudy focu e on apply  various hierarchical control 
trategie for a heaving wave energy converter ba ed on the plant' mechanical 
mode l .  
1 .5.3 Limitations 
Other a pect and parts are important for the complete wave to wire connect ion. 
H owever, they are out of scope of thi tudy. They can be u mmarized a : 
• Evaluating the control force based on the electri cal  parameters 
• Control l i ng electrical components 
• B ack to back converters and connection to the grid 
1 .6 Re earch Problem and Thesi t ructu re 
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The maIO bjective of thi . work i to develop robu t control trategie to 
enhance the perfonnance of a hea ing WEC in term of captured energy, under 
the constra int of a maximum al lowabl control force and maximum al lowable 
rat io of rna imum converted (elect rical) power to it mean alue, or maximum 
al lowable levation of the buo . The propo ed olution i a hierarchical control 
tern ( H  ) hich con i t of a h igh-Ie e l  hierarchical control ler (HHC)  and 
a low- level hierarchical control ler LHC) .  The H HC pro ide the LHC with a 
reference ignal ba ed on de ign pecification and ea tate, while the LRC 
prov ide r bu t tracking to the reference ignal under the perturbation and/or 
d i 'turbance of given parameter . Figure 1 .6 shows the tructure of the propo ed 
RCS.  
I n  con entional control method of thi part icular y tern, reference elocity 
( ignal ) i generated by caling the e ci tation force by a con tant alue, regardless 
of the ea tate ( i .e .  the ignificant wave height Hs, and the peak: wave frequency, 
Wp . Till procedure provide an inaccurate reference, a the velocity of the 
ea wave depend on its tate . The H HC in  the propo ed method uggests two 
method for generating the reference. The de igned method aim to find an optimal 
reference whi le considering de ign con traints .  A trade-off i made between the 
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Figure 1 .7 :  Hea ing pherical WEC with a PMLG u ed as PTO mechani m 
The adopted device i the Upp ala Univer i ty heaving WEC or Upp ala point  
ab orber. The device can i t of a buoy, tether, and a permanent magnet l i near 
generator ( PMLG) placed on the eabed [ 1 4 ]  a shown i n  Figure 1 .7 .  The adopted 
mathematical model are the l i near mechanical and electrical mathematical model 
de eloped in [ 1 5 ] .  
Till the i i organi ed into five chapter , i ncluding the in troduction. Chapter 
2 di cu the adopted model in [ 1 5 ] of the can idered heav ing WEC of Uppsala 
U niver i ty [ 1 4 ] .  The developed control trategie are presented i n  Chapter 3 ·  
imu lat ion re u l t  and analy i are reported i n  Chapter 4 .  Final ly, Chapter 5 focu es 
on the re earch fi nd ing and future works.  
hapter 2 :  Literature Review and Adopted System Models 
2. 1 L i terat u re Review on Cont rol t rategie 
1 3  
There i a lack f c nvergence on the be t method of e tracti ng energy from 
the wa e' and, al though pre iou inn alion ha general ly focu ed on the concept 
and de ign of the plimary interface, que tion ari e concern ing how be t to optimize 
the power-train . Re earch and de elopment tudie in thi area are ri i ng, but are 
re lati e l  immature compared to other renewable energy technologie . A ai l  able  
control trategie can be categori ed  to  acti e and pa ive, model free, reference 
ba ed, etc. Some are imple and co t effective, pecifical ly pas ive one , but 
ha e their drawback in term of adaptivi ty. On the other hand, active one are 
more e pen ive and comple . Though, they have better perfonnance i n  tenns of 
adapti it and robu tne . Fol lowing ubsections explores orne of the avai lable 
control regime . 
2. 1 . 1  Latching Con t rol 
Latching control wa fir t e amined by BudaI and Falne in reference [ 1 6] .  The 
objective behind latching control wa to tal l ( i .e .  latch)  the motion of the device at 
the extreme of it movement (when veloc ity is zero) and to re lease it duri ng good 
pha e wave force to maxirni  e energy extraction. Latching control is discrete 
highly non- l inear, and by it nature ub-optimal .  The chal lenge with thi trategy 
wa determining the opt imum t ime to release the buoy from the latched phase [ 3 ] .  
Thi trategy al 0 required i nvolvement of mechan ical dev ices and hence was much 
lower than electrical control techniques. 
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2. 1 .2 Reactive loading control 
Reactive load ing control wa u ed to widen the efficiency range f a WEe on either 
' ide of the re onant frequency [ 1 7 ] .  Thi theoretical ly optimal control trategy 
i nvol ved adj u t ing the d namic parameter of the pri mary converter, uch a the 
pring c n tant, in rt ia, and energ ab orbing damping to enable maximum energy 
ab orption at a l l  frequen ie . Korde con idered reactive control in [ 1 8 ] ,  and found 
that velo i t  feedback could be u ed to adju  t the damping coefficient pro ided by 
the PTO tern to balance the radiat ion damping of the device to enable maximum 
permi ible energy ab orpt ion .  Opti mal power ab orption require that the primary 
con 'erter feel no reactive force a at re onance) and that the energy absorption 
rate (damping) equal the rate at which kinetic energy is  being radiated from the 
de ice. In practice, i t  wa not po ible for react ive control to be ful ly  opt imal due 
to velocit ie that could become extremely high.  A uch, con traints are necessary 
to afeguard agai n t hazard of mechanjcal/electrical over driv ing [ 1 9 ] .  
2. 1 .3 Optimal Control 
In [ 20]  the optimal control l aw for a ingle non l inear point ab orber in i rregular 
ea- tate was derived, and pro en to be a c losed-loop control ler with feedback 
from mea ured d i  placement, veloc ity and accelerat ion of the floater. However. 
a non-cau al in tegral control component dependent on future veloc i t ie appeared 
i n  the opti mal control law, rendering the opt imal control law less useful for real 
t ime i mplementat ion. To c ircumvent th is problem a cau al c lo ed-loop controller 
with the arne feedback i nformation wa propo ed, ba ed on a l ight modification 
of the optimal control l aw. The basic idea beh ind the control strategy was to 
enforce the tationary velocity response of the absorber into pha e with the wave 
exci tation force at any t ime.  The controller wa opt imal under monochromatic 
wave excitat ion . I t  wa demon trated that the devi ed cau al control ler in  plane 
i rregular ea-states absorbed almost the sarne power as the opt imal control ler. 
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2. 1 .4 tochastic Optima] Control 
Th method in [ 2 1 ]  dealt with the tocha t ic opt imal control of a wave energy point 
ab rber with . trong non l inear buoyanc force u ing the reacti e force from the 
electric generator on the ab orber a contra] force. The can idered point ab orber 
ha nl one degree of freedom. heave motion which i u ed to extract energy. 
Can train were enforc d on the control force to prevent large tructural tre e 
i n  th fl ater at pecific hot pot with the ri k of induc ing fatigue damage, or 
becau e the demanded control force could not be uppl ied by the actuator y tern 
due to aturation . Furth r, can traint were enforced on the motion of the floater 
to prevent it from hit t ing the bottom of the ea or to make unacceptable jumps 
out of the water. The applied control law which was of the feedback type with 
feedback from the d i  placement ,  velocity, and acceleration of the floater, conta ined 
two unpro ided gain parameter , which were cho en a the mean (expected value) 
of the power outtake in  the tationary tate i opt imized. 
2. 1 .5 Ant  Colony Optimi zation 
The appl icat ion of bio-in p ired Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) meta-heuri t ic as 
deci ion upport for real-t ime wa e energy extraction wa i ntroduced in [ 22 ] . I t  
wa found that the performance of the propo ed algori thm was appealing a i t  was 
able to provide optimal parameter val ue to the control model within hart interval . 
Thi provided fast-tun i ng capabi l i ty to the PTO whi le sparing ufficient time for the 
WEC to re pond to the conti nuou ly changing ea states .  
2.2 System Structure 
The adopted device for th is  study i the Uppsala Universi ty heaving W Ee 
or Upp ala poi nt ab orber [ 1 4 ] ; the mechanical and electrical models developed in  
[ 1 5 ] are adopted for de ign  and s imulation purpo e . The buoy and the  hydrolic and 
mechanical forces act ing on i t  represent the pri mary in terface with ocean wave . 
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The the r and anal i that cover the bu m tion re u l t ing from interaction i th 
the " a\ e ar di cu · ed in eClion _ .3 .  
The electrical part f the ' tern i compo ed of the po er take-off ( PTO) 
mechani m,  power can erter, and the grid .  The can idered PTO can ert the 
mechani al power direct ly  to electrical power u ing a permanent magnet l i near 
generat r ( PM LG) .  The mechani m i imple, a i t  doe not involve a large number 
of conver ion proce e (compared to it hydrau l ic counterpart) ,  a i l l u  trated in 
Figure 1 .5 .  Howe er, the ize of the generator mu t be large a the motion i 
w [ 3 ] .  Be ide the PMLG ' main funct ion of convert ing mechanical power 
el ctrical power, it i al a u ed to regulate the motion of the buoy through the 
ontroller. In order to connect a WEC-ba ed power farm to the grid, a back-to-back 
converter i u ed. It can i ts of an AC to DC converter on the machine ide, known 
as a machine ide converter MSC) .  Another component i a DC to AC converter 
on the grid ide, known a a grid ide converter (GSC). Both are regulated by the 
control ler to enhance performance. The back-to-back converter i out of the scope 
of th i  tud . F igure 2 . 1 how the tern '  tructure with i t  mechanical and 
elec trical part empha i ed. 
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Figure 2, 1 :  Structure of the heaving WEC system 
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Thi tudy f cu e on developing robu t control technique for the 
mechani al part of the tern, to achieve opti mum power extraction. The control 
force i generated by th PMLG, which i al 0 u ed to convert the mechanical 
energ to ele trical energ . Other control technique mu t be appl ied on the 
electrical ide to 'at i  fy di fferent requirement , one of hich i to generate adequate 
contr 1 force u i ng the CUff nt i n  the PMLG. However, the latter i again  not within 
the c pe f thi ludy. 
2.3 Acting Force 
Force contro l l ing the mot ion of the buoy include hydrodynamic forces that 
are i nduced by ater-body i nteraction and by mechanical force that are produced 
b the PTO mechan i m and other mechanical component i n  the y tern . Thi s  
ection d i  cu e the theory and formulae that control the hydrodynamic force 
i nfluencing the free motion of the point ab orber WEe. The mechanical force 
generated b the PTO wi l l  al 0 be d iscus ed i n  the la  t part of thi  ect ion. 
A ltogether, the e force de cribe the control led motion of the buoy and were u ed 
to develop the mechanical model described in  ection 2 .5 ,  u i ng [ 1 5 ] .  
2.3. 1 Linear Wave Theory 
A i mple and fairly accurate de cription of the propagation of wave on a flu id 
urface i g i  en by the l inear wave theory (LWT) , introduced by George A iry i n  
1 84 l .  The provided d e  cription i s  ubject t o  a few a sumption that are val id for 
many medium (e pecia l ly for water) [ 23 ] .  For water wave , LWT i al 0 used 
to analy e t he force and moment that any fi xed or moving bodies/structure and 
water wave apply  on each other. The flow of water part ic les is repre ented by 
a potent ial  flow </J(t, x, y, �), which in  turn repre ent a cont inuous calar field, i n  
which t i s  t ime and (x, y, z )  are the  Cartesian coord inate . The veloc i ty vector of  the 
1 
water part icle v can b e pr . ed in  term of <jJ a [9 ]  
v = \J<jJ, ( 2 . 1 )  
wher \J i the gradient .  Equation 2 . 1 a l id j f  and only if  the potent ial i 
iIT  tationaL which implie' that 
\J x \J<jJ = O ( 2 . 2 )  
LWT i deri ed  from the cont inill ty equation, which de  cribe the principle 
of con ervation of rna [ �4 ]  e pre ed by Equation 2.2 for a steady-state flow. 
ap 
- + \J e (pv ), 
at 
( 2 . 3 )  
where p i the wat r den i ty. I n  the ca e of water at normal conditions, the fluid i 
a umed to be incompressible and hence Equation 2 .3  col lapses to 
( 2 .4) 
Sub t i tuti ng Equation 2 . 1 into Equation 2 .4, we obtain the Laplace equation 
( 2 . 5 )  
where \J2 i the Laplace operator. I n  order to  solve the l inear part ial  d ifferential 
equation 2 .5 ,  we must define i t  boundary conditions. One dynamic and two 
k inematic boundary conditions are appl ied [ 24] . Figure 2 .2 hows the parameter of 
a progre ive wave travel l ing along the x axis TJ(t, x) denote the water free urface 
elevation along the z axi . Hence, from this poi nt onward , a l l  the corresponding 
variables are functions of x and z spat ia l ly and t temporal ly. In the area near the 
free surface TJ(t x), i t  i obviou that the water particles in the potential flow osci l late 
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v. ith the ame elocit  a. the free urface .  Th i i cal led the kinematic free urface 
boundary c ndi tion in  the l i terature. and can be e pre ed a [ 24] 
!� = �� 1�=¢(t.X) 
z 
z = Q  
�///////////////////////////////////////� x 
Figure 2 .2 :  Wa e Parameter 
(2 .6)  
In  order to formulate the boundary condi tion, we tart wi th a Bernou l l i  
equation � .7 .  For a un iform pre ure appl ied on an i rrotational and incompre sible 
flow, the Bernoul l i  equation e pre e the pre ure di tribut ion on the free urface 
a [9] 
a¢ 1 p- + _pv2 + pg - + p(t)  = C(t) at 2 (2 .7)  
where 9 i the gravi tational accelerat ion, pet) i the pres ure at a certain point, and 
CU) i a t ime-dependent function. In the ca e of ti l l  water, C(t) is et to zero. At  the 
water surface ,  p i e lected to be the gauge pre sure, which i s  relative to the ambient 
air pres ure on the u rface equal to zero. Note that Equation 2 . 7  is sti l l  nonl inear 
in  v; however, for wave having a height H that i smaller than their wave length A, 
the econd term steady kinet ic energy) of Equation 2 .7  can be d i  regarded, leading 
to the fol lowing l inear dynamic boundary condi tion [ 24 ]  
a¢ 
at 
= -gz!;:=ry(t.x) (2 .8 )  
20 
Th final boundary condition i appUed on the eabed. which j a umed to 
be h ri zontal . fi ed, and impermeable, uch a. [ _4 ]  
= 0  8- ::.=-11 
( 2 .9 ) 
wher h i the water depth or the di tance between the t i l l  water Ie  el ( - = 0) 
and the eabed. The Laplace equat ion depicted in Equation 2.5 along with the 
boundary condition hown i n  Equation 2.6,  2 .8 ,  and 2.9, are ent irely l i near and 
can be olved t r 1] and ¢ u i n g  the eparat ion of variable pri nc i ple [ 9 ] .  Hence, for 
a progre. Ive wave 
H 1]( 1 ,  x) = l eo (kX - WI), ( 2 . 1 0) 
k i the wave nu mber; i t  i equal to ��, while w i the wave frequency. The flow 
potential i repre ented a 
i n (kx - WI) (2 . 1 l) 
The wave frequency can be found u ing the disper ion equation as fol lows 
W = ...jgk tanh(kh) (2 . 1 2) 
Note that k depend on Il ,  w hich i unique for a pecific h and ? Actually 
there i no expl ic i t  ol ut ion for Il i n  tern) of the known wave parameters. However, 
we can man i pu l ate Equation 2 . 1 2  to get [9 ]  
Il = - tanh -27rg ( 27rh ) 
w2 Il (2 . 1 3) 
I n  order to olve Equation 2 . 1 3  for I l ,  we can p lot each side of the equation 
t hen the i n tersection of the two curves w i l l  be t he corresponding value of A. A n  
exp l i c i t  solution for Il can b e  obtai ned only i n  deep water, where the term tanh(kh) 
h . 
approache I a. - 1 .  greater than or  equal to  half, and hence ,t 
(2 . 1 4) 
Despite the non-l inearity of ea wave mot ion, LWT provide a l ineari ed 
appro imat i n of ea wa e motion a it i ubject to the fol lowing a umption : 
• Fluid is  incompre ible, i rrotational and invi cid 
H 
• Smal l wave heights are con idered, i .e .  - «  1 which i the case in  deep 
A 
2.3.2 Hydrodynamic Forces 
A eli cu ed in the previou ection, the Laplace equation, along with its boundary 
ondi tion , i ufficient to fi nd a olut ion for the flow potential i f  the progressive 
wave are not di turbed by a float ing body. However, when such a body exi t , we 
mu t olve more than one Laplace equation [ 7 ] .  I n  thi ca e, the flow potential i 
decompo ed into three part a fol low : 
(2 . 1 5 )  
where </l,ef, X, :) i the inc ident undisturbed flow potential ,  ¢d( t, x,' ;.) i s  the diffracted 
flow potential , and ¢rCt, x, :) i the radiated flow potentia l .  The boundary conditions 
formu lated in  section 2.3 are sufficient to sol ve all of the terms in Equation 2 . 1 5 .  
Therefore, for ¢r(t, x, z), an extra boundary condit ion i added for the osci l lating 
body : that i 
(2 . 1 6) 
where VI1 repre ents the veloc ity of the floating ubmerged rigid body along the uni t  
vector rt [ 24 ] .  S im i l arly, the boundary condit ion associated with the d iffract ion 
c mponent i '  added to 01 e for <Pd(t, X, - )  [ _4 ] ;  that i 
an an 
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(2 . 1 7 ) 
which how that the magni rude of the normal gradient of the di ffracted flow and 
the magnitude of the norma] gradient of the incident flow are equal , with a 1 800 
pha e hift .  
Excitation Force 
A motionle . floating body in the open ea i expo ed to ea wave . Such a body 
can be e cited by the force applied by an inc ident wave. Thi force is  cal led the 
wa e exci tation force, denoted by fex(t ) .  It is composed of the Froude-Kry lov 
force (denoted b fjk(t)), and the d i ffract ion force (denoted by /d(r)), and can be 
e pre ed a fol low : 
fexC t) = fjk(t )  + /d t), 
feAt) = II p a¢i�,;r:, �Jri dS + II p a¢d�;'(' :Jrt dS , 
s s 
(2 . 1 8 ) 
w here dS i the element u rface area of the wet urface of the float ing body. Thi s  
can be  een a in tegrating the hydrodynamic pre ure, which is represented by the 
fir t term of Equation 2.7 ubject to the variation of the incident and diffracted 
flow potentials over the wet urface of the floating body. Because the size of the 
floating body for point ab orbers i ignificantly mai ler than the wavelength of the 
targeted energetic waves, the d iffraction force !d(t )  can be d isregarded, making the 
Froude-Kry lov force the dominant component of the excitation force, feAt) ;:::; hk (t )  
[7 ] . 
Radiation Force 
When the float ing body i. excited it induce wave. radiating away from it .  Thi 
hydrodynami phenomena cause the unounding water to apply a force on the 
ubmerged portion of the b dy; thi force i cal led the radiation force (fi.(t» . It 
can al 0 be obtai ned b 01 ing a eparate Laplace equation problem, u ing it 
boundary condition . Thi force i proport ional to the 0 ci l lati ng bod eloci ty and 
acceleration in a cau al relat ion hip [ 25 ] .  
Becau e the analytical lut ion u i ng part ial d i fferential equat ion for the 
radiation force i compl icated, another method u ing pecial i ed oftware and 
frequency domain i propo ed and accomplished in [ 1 5 ] .  Thi method wi l l  be 
explained i n  'ection 2.S .  
Hydro tatic Buoyancy Force 
Another force that i generated by the motion of the floati ng body i s  the hydro tatic 
(buo ancy) force fb(t ) .  It tern from the variation of the hydrostat ic pre ure 
expre ed b t he third term of Equation 2 .7  as a re u l t  of the body movement. At 
equ i l ibrium,  the weight of the floating body i equal to the weight of the displaced 
water; therefore, any 0 ci l l ation of the body wi l l  result  in a mi match between these 
two force , as explai ned i n  [ 7 ]  
(2 . 1 9) 
where m i s  the body mas and Vdisp i the volume of the d isplaced water. At 
equi l ibrium, when the buoyancy force fb(t)  i s  zero, we can ee the m = pVdisp ' 
Alternatively, we can ay that the vol um e  of the d i  placed water i equal to the 
volume of the wet urface of the float ing body. For a freely osc i l lat ing body fb(t)  
i proport ional to the body displacement from the equi l ibrium poi nt and oppose 
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the d irection of the movement, that i 
( 2 . 20 
where h i the buoyancy ti ffne coefficient and i equal to (pgAw) .  For a pherical 
buo , the de ice adopted in thi tudy, the term AUI arie with the buoy' vertical 
dL pIa ement and contain a non-l inear term from five buoy excur ion . the effect 
of thi non- l inear teml can be d i  regarded, and hence [ 1 5 ]  
where r i the radiu  of the osc i l lat ing body. 
Drag Force 
( 2 . 2 1 )  
Mori on ' equation de cribe the ea wave load on a fixed or moving tructure . 
For an 0 c i l l at ing body, the Mori on's equation i composed of i nert ia and drag 
teml . with two empirical coefficients for each term [ 26 ] . In [ 1 5 ] , only the drag 
teml i con idered. which i a function of the s igned quare of the buoy velocity, as 
fol low : 
(2 .22 )  
where CD i the drag coefficient, which i s  detemU ned through experiment and 
depend on the flow condi tion and Reynold number [ 27 ] .  
2.3.3 Power Take-off Force as a Control Force 
The m ain  obj ective of developing control l ing techn iques for WEe to max irni e 
the captured energy from ea waves. For the point absorber, th is occur when the 
motion of the float ing part i in re onance with the excitation force, i .e. having 
the arne velocity [ 7 ] .  Thu in order to max imise the captured power, a control led 
power take-off (PTO) mechan ism i required. PTa could be mechan ical , e lectrical ,  
or a ombination of b th [ 2 ] .  I n  thi ork, an electrical direct dri e PTO 
mechani m i u ed. namel , a  permanent magnet l i near generator ( PM LG).  A the 
name irnpl ie , d irect dri\ e enable the l i near generator to be directly dri en b the 
recipr eat ing mot ion f the WEC' buo a hown in Figure 2.3 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . I�. 




Figure 2 .3 :  Mechani m for extracting energy from ea waves using a heaving point 
ab orber WEC 
It i important to note that, be ide using the PTO a an e lectrici ty generator 
that generate e lect ricity from the mechanical power contained in ea waves, it i s  
a l  0 U ed  to  control the motion of  the WEC's buoy, or  more preci sely, apply the 
control force (or l aw)  feCt) ,  on the osc i l l ati ng WEC body ( i .e. system actuator). 
Thi control force i generated by contro l l i ng the currents running in the PMLG 
[ 1 5] .  
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2.4 Pow r Take-off 
The force appl ied on the 0 ci l lat ing buo by water ha e been di cu ed 
lfl ub e tion 2. . 2 .  Evaluat ing method of the e force wi l l  be di cu ed in 
ection 2 .5 .  Howe er, a brief repr entation for the e aluation of mechani al force , 
which 'W e refer to a the PTO force , i pro ided in  thi ect ion. Thi inc l ude 
the control led e lectro-mechanical force appl ied by the direct dri e actuator; in thi 
ca 'e, the permanent magnet l i near generator ( PMLG), !c·Ct), the restori ng spring 
t rce, fn(t),  and the mechanical frict ion force a l l  i nfluence the movi ng part of the 
PMLG, !tCI) ,  and the end- top force, fesC t) .  Al l  can be grouped a [ 1 5 ]  
fplo( t )  = feet) + frsCt ) + fl(t)  + fesCt) . (2 .23)  
2.4. 1 PTO Control Force 
A mentioned earl ier, the control force is enforced through the PMLG and the 
a ociated power converter . S imi l ar to rotary machine , the reciprocating motion 
of the PMLG produce a time-varying ynchronous flux  due to the machine 
permanent magnets. Thi , in tum i nduces voltage in the tator windings known a 
electromotive force (EMF) ,  a tated in  Faraday l aw [29 ] .  For the same segment 
thickne , permanent magnet can produce a magnetic flux 1 0  t i mes greater than 
that produced by copper winding . Moreover, permanent magnet-ba ed generator 
offer a more rel iable olution becau e les maintenance i required. Compared to 
i nduction m achine of the arne size, permanent magnet synchronous machines are 
m ai ler, owing to the lower copper volume i n  the stator. Moreover, h igh force 
can be m ai ntained at low peeds, which i s  better sui ted to slower systems uch 
a heaving W ECs [ 30] .  The most w idely used rare-earth permanent magnets are 
neodymium, i ron, and boron (NdFeB)  magnets [ 3 1 ] . When the machine i s  loaded, 
current start to flow in the tator wi ndings, resu l t ing in a magnetic flux  that oppose 
the main flux  cau ed by the magnets . This  e ffect i referred to as an armature 
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reaction. Becau<;e the magnetic field produced by the permanent magnet doe not 
change with t ime, the armature react i  n e ffect offer a mean to control the motion 
of the mach ine [ 32 ] .  Practical l  , the armature reaction magnetic field i altered 
b) vary ing the current running in the tator circuitry, through arying the oltage 
at the general r terminal . The pO'.: er can erter are configured in  a back-to-back 
cherne, namel , the machine- ide converter (MSC )  and the grid- ide converter 
(G C) .  The MSC i re pan ible of control l i ng the PMLG and hence the motion of 
the WEe' buoy, \ hi le  the GSC regu late the power fed to the grid and maintai n 
the oJtage of the de l ink  to en ure proper operation of the converter [ 33 ] . 
2.4.2 Restoring Force 
Re taring force, frs(t) ,  i another pring force be ide the previously mentioned 
hydrod namic buoyancy pring force. It act on the ea-ba ed PTO heav ing WEC, 
and re ult from the pring unit placed between the l i near moving tran lator and 
the eabed [34] .  The object ive of placing the e uni t  i to bring down the buoy 
to equi l ibrium point po t the wave crest, with the use of gra itational force.  I n  
addition, the help to maintain tether ten ion, in order to reduce nonli neari t ie due 
to a 100 e tether [ 1 4 ] .  Thi force is  d i rect ly proportional to the buoy displacement, 
-(1 )  a fol low : 
frsC t) = S rsZ( t ), 
where S rs i the re toring spri ng coefficient. 
2.4.3 Non-l inear Forces 
(2 .24) 
In addi tion to the previou ly mentioned forces, there are two addit ional non- l inear 
forces act ing on the PTO: friction force and end- top force.  These forces re u l t  
in  non- l i near terms in  the mechanical t ime domain model in  section 2 .5 ,  which i s  
a sumed to  be  zero; hence, we  obtain a l inear WEC t ime-domain model .  
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Friction Force 
Fri l ion force in direct -drive WEC re ul  from the rna emenl of the tran latar 
ith re. pect to the upport ing a embly of the generator. De pite the u e of 
bearing. to faci l i tate the tran lalor' rna ement and a fi ed air gap between the 
tran lator and the tator circui t ,  friction might inc rea e with t ime owing to the rough 
envir  nment f the ea [ 34 ] .  
Becau e of  the h igh  non- l inearity a sociated with thi type of  force and i t  
dependence n y tern pec ification , i t  i very d ifficult  to  model .  Therefore, 
it i u uall model Jed empirical l , pecifical ly for robotic appl ication which 
require high preci ion po it ioning [ 3 5 ] .  I n  control ystem , friction force may 
produce undesirable can equence ( teady state errors, l im it cycles, etc . )  in c losed 
loop [36] .  I n  the l i terature, a ai lable friction model can be cla s i fied a either 
d namic or talic model . A model of the latter which are only dependent on 
the re lati ve veloci ty of the rna i ng bodie , i s  adopted in  [ 1 5 ] .  I t  consi t of the 
c las ical Coulomb, vi cou , and S tribeck effect component . Based on this model ,  
the friction force can be e pre ed by:  
fj(f) = Cfcsign(v(t» + CfvV(t) + (Cfs - Cfc)e-Ll(T)/V< sign(v(t » , (2 .25)  
where Cf( i d i rectl y  proport ional to the normal force, FI/ ' The proport ional i ty 
can tant i j1c, which repre ents the Coulomb friction coefficient .  The fi rst term 
of Equation 2 .25 represent the Coulomb force . I n  the second term, mUlt iplying 
the v i  cou friction coefficient, CfL" by the body' relative veloc i ty re ul ts in  the 
v i  cou friction force. The la t term models  stiction and S tribeck effect. St ict ion 
i the friction force that mu t be overcome to move a body lying at rest, whi le the 
S tribeck effect models the behaviour of the friction force around the zero veloc i ty 
to create an exponent ial decay, rather than an abrupt (d isconti nuous ) drop [37 ] .  
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End- top Force 
with any machine, the PTa ha its l i mi tation . With respect to the e l imi tation , 
and LO pre ent the PMLG tran lator from damaging the machine enclosure at l arge 
excur ion . end- top pri ng are u ed. I n  the pp ala Uni er ity WEe model .  
the e pri ng are placed at  the upper ide of the PMLG enclo ure.  They become 
active when the tran lator maximum i reached during a very high wa e ere t [ 1 4 ] .  
On  the other hand, the restoring pri ngs prevent the extreme down mot ion of the 
tran 'Iator when e c i ted b har h wave trough [ 38 ] .  The end- top force, feser), can 
be e pre ed mathemat ical ly a : 
(2 .26) 
where H repre ent the Heav iside (uni t  tep) function, S es i the end- top pnng 
coefficient, and ::"/imir i the maximum d i  placement of the buoy that can be tolerated 
b the machine. I n  order to a oid abrupt movements of the tran lator at both end , 
S es i cho en to be rea onably ti ff. 
During normal operation condi tion , end- top force is  equal to zero. Thus, 
it i not con idered in the l i near t i me-domain model in  ection 2.5. On the other 
hand, the effect of fes( t )  beyond the d i  placement l im i t ,  ::"limif ' i s  represented by 
enforcing bidirectional l im i tation on the tran lator di p lacement, and hence, the 
buo di  placement [ 1 5 ] .  
2.5 Mechanical Model 
A mentioned earl ier, the adopted mechanical model for this study was 
developed in [ 1 5 ] .  It i a l i near t ime- invariant ( LT I )  model in time domain and 
i exp lai ned later in th is ect ion . A l l  control methodologie developed in th is tudy 
were reference-based technique that used the veloc i ty of the strik ing wave as a 
reference. Thu , a method for evaluat ing the excitation force of the striking wave 
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and hence it. e locit  i di cu ed in thi ection . The ame tool and methodolog 
" ere u. ed to evaluate the radiation force, in  a manner that enabled i t  to fit into the 
LTI mod l .  
Becau e the hydrodynamic force act ing on the WEe are a function of the 
ea wave ' frequenc and heigh� it i more convenient to model the hea ing WEe 
in  the frequenc domain [ _ 5 ] .  In  general ,  a float ing body in  ea water ha IX 
degrees of motion freedom . However, only a ingle degree of motion freedom, 
heave mode, wa con idered in [ 1 5 ] .  The rea on behind thi a sumption i that for 
a poi nt ab orber WEe of relati ely mal l s ize with re pect to the ea wave length, 
the hea e mode i dominant, whi le other tran lat ional and rotat ional mode have a 
negl igible effect on the accuracy of the WEe model [ 7 ] .  
Anal t i  a l ly olving the Laplace equation for the exci tation and radiation 
force problem formulated in  section 2.3 i s  a very complex task. Alternatively, 
a ariety of numerical tool can be used. Some of the e tools have been 
commercial i  ed and other have been e du ively u ed in re earch centre . Among 
tho e oftware package are WAM I'f® , ANSYS® AQWA, and AquaDyn [ 6 ] .  
WAM I'f® wa the oftware deployed i n  [ 1 5 ]  to model the excitation force, feAt) 
and the radiation force, fr(t ) .  
2.5. 1 WAMIT® 
W A M I'f® oftware was developed by a research group at M I T  in  1 987 .  Till 
oftware, which is  based on the boundary element method ( BEM) ,  i spec ifical ly 
u ed to olve the hydrodynamic problem of off- hore structures and ve el 
numerical ly. The basic version computes the velocity potential adjacent to the 
targeted wet surface of a rigid body, based on the l inear wave theory d iscussed 
in subsection 2 . 3 . 1 .  Both the potential and the body are me hed i nto panels ,  upon 
which the problem is  olved. This work used only one of the s imple floating body 
geometries which were considered in [ 1 5 ] :  the hemi spherical buoy. I n  addi tion to 
the buoy ' geometry, the ea depth and the c n i dered wave frequency range were 
fed to WAM I  . Ba ed on the model l ing cri teria, the u er ha the freedom to elect 
the required h drodynamic ariable [ 1 5 ] . 
2.5.2 \Vave Excitation Force 
The e ci tation force can be mode l led, in tern1 of the undi turbed wa e ele ation 
( ry t)) ,  in t ime domai n by a bi lateral con olution integral a fol low : 
fer(l) = [ kexC T - t)ry( T) dT, (2 .27 )  
where kel(t) i the excitat ion con olut ion kernel,  which can be een a the excitation 
re pon e that occur when the wa e elevation at the centre of gravi ty of the floating 
body i a uni t  impu l  e function oCt ) .  Thu , i t i al 0 known as the exci tat ion impul e 
re pon e function ( IRF) [ 39 ] .  The Fourier tran form of fexCt) can be written a 
(2 .28)  
where <F( .) i the Fourier tran fonn operator. Applyi ng the Laplace operator, L(. ), 
to fe r t ) ,  Fex(jw) can al 0 be expre ed as 
( 2 . 29) 
where S i the Laplace argument. Applying the Fourier transform to Equation 2.27, 
fex ( t )  can be expres ed i n  frequency domain as 
Fex(jw) = Kex(jw)H(jw), C 2 .30) 
where Kex(jw) i the frequency domain wave exci tation coefficient known a the 
excitation frequency respon e function (FRF), and Kex(jw) i s  the Fourier tran form 
of the wave elevation ry(t) [40 ] .  A numerical o lution, u ing WA M:rr®, was carried 
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out to blai n the magnitude and pha e component of the e ci tation FRF Kex(jw) 
for a range f wa e frequencie for the adopted emi- ubmerged pherical buoy. 
H we er, the relat ion in Equation 2 .27 i non-cau a1 . That i , fe.\ ( t ) doe not 
nece ari l  occur after the ater urface i ele ated at the buoy centre of gra ity 
l 7 J .  Therefore. for l ineari ation purpo es, a cau a1 approximation for Kex(Jw) i 
required. Thi can be achieved by introducing a mal l t ime delay to the frequency 
value of F/? \ (jw) [ 39 J ,  thu we can ay 
(2 .3 1 ) 
where K/?x(jw) i the cau ali ed ver ion of Kex(Jw) and T i s  the t im e  delay. A 
frequenc -ba ed technique wa adopted i n  [ 1 5 ]  to approxi mate Kex(Jw) .  The 
technique ut i l i  e the frequency-dependent data generated by the hydrodynamic 
numerical tool , uch a WAM I'f®. The e data are then fi t ted in  tran. fer function 
u ing frequency ident i ficat ion method [39,40 ] .  Then Kex(Jw) can be approximated 
in the Laplace domain ,  at s = jw, with a trictly proper transfer function as fol low 
[ 1 5 ]  : 
A • N( bl11 sl1l + bm_ I S
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(2 .32)  
where N(s) i s  an  I71th order numerator polynomi al and D(s) I S  an nth order 
denominator polynomial . The geometry, and hence the hydrodynamic of the 
float ing body, affect the order n of the approximated excitation tran fer function. 
M oreover, to en ure that Kex(Jw) decays a ymptotical ly to zero a w approaches 
i nfinity, the tran fer function must be strict ly proper, i .e .  n > m. I n  addit ion, stabi l i ty 
i impo ed by stab i l i sing the un table pole of the identified tran fer function [4 1 ] . 
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, ing M TLA Bc ir ledR coefficient of were alcul ated a [ 1 0] 
= 
C2.33)  
Thu , Fe). C}w) wa appro imated l i nearly to a tran fer function in  the 
frequenc domain ,  which can be e pre ed later in the time-domain state-space 
repre entat ion. 
2.5.3 ''''ave Radiation Force 
CUTIull in  ['+2]  propo ed an e pre ion for the time-domain radiation force h.Ct) for 
a ve el with zero forward peed as 
frC t) = -mooa(t) - fot K,.(t - T)V( T) dT. (2 .34) 
Equation 2 .34 i compo ed of two part , a d i rect l i near proportional 
relation h ip with the buoy s heave acceleration , aCt) .  The proportionality 
coefficient. 11100 , repre ent the body added mass when the frequency approache 
infin ity. The other term models the dynamic of the fl uid-memory, that i , the 
energy d i  i pated by the  radiated wave and the inertial energy stored in the water 
adjacent to the buoy ' wet urface .  The rad iation force, h.(t) exi st only during 
the movement of the floating body, i .e .  vCt)  1= O. Therefore, the radiation impu l se 
re pon e function ( IRF) is  convolved with the buoy velocity, where T i the i ntegral 
t ime variable. 
By using Ogi lv ie '  relat ions, the radiation I R F  K,.( t) can be related to 
the radiation frequency domain components, namely, the radiation re i tance 
( dampi ng), Rr(w) ,  and the radiation added rna , Mr(w), a fol Io 
RrCw)  = loo Kr(t co (wt )dt 




(2 .35)  
(2 .36) 
The radiation re i lance R,.Cw) repre ent the energy di  ipation term of the 
radiation force, whi le the radiation added rna MrCw) and the phy ical mass of the 
buoy 171 can b een a addi tional i nerti a term . However, both of them vary with the 
wa e frequency [ 4 1 ] . By applying an i nverse Fourier tran fom1 on Equation 2 .35, 
we can obtain Kr(r )  a fol low : 
') loo KrCt )  = .:: R,.Cw) co Cwt )dw. 7f 0 C2 .37)  
The Fourier tran fOIm wa performed on Kr(t) to  fi nd the  radiation FRF, 
K,.(jw. Sub equent ly, Eu ler' formu la  was uti l i sed along with Equation 2.35 and 
Equation 2 .36 to obtain 
Kr(jw) = R,.(jw) + jw[ M(w) - moo ] . (2 .38)  
The frequency-domain repre entation of the radiation force Fr jw) wa 
e aluated by t aking the Fourier tran form of Equation Equation 2 .34 and ut i l i s ing 
Equation 2 .38 a 
F,.Cjw) = Kr(jw)V(jw), 
(2 .39)  
Fr(jw) = [Rr(jw) + jwM(w]V(jw), 
where V(jw) i the Fourier transform of the buoy velocity. S imi lar to Kex(jw), 
a frequency-domain ident ification technique was deployed to identify a table 
tramfer function that e t i mate Kr(jw). Thi technique re u l ted in [ 1 5 ] 
2.5.4 Velocity of the Excitation Wa e 
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( 2 .40) 
Cummin propo ed a ti me-domain equation that model the motion of a 
free-floating body on the water, wh i le  the body i e po ed to the hydrodynamic 
force appl ied by the water; th i  equation i ba ed on Newton s econd law [ 42 ] .  
For a buoy 0 c i l lat ing freely i n  heave motion, Cummi n s ' equation of motion can 
be wri tten a : 
1exCt) - 1r(t )  - 1b(t) = ma(t) .  ( 2 .4 1 ) 
By applying a Fourier tran form and subst i tut ing Equation 2 .20 and 
Equation 2 .39 i nto Equation 2 .4 1 ,  we obtain 
Fex(jw) - K,,(jw) V(jw) - S bZ(jW) = mA(jw) ,  (2 .42) 
where Z(jw) and A(jw) are the Fourier tran form of the heave di placement and 
acceleration, re pectively. By sub t i tut ing Equation 2.38 i nto Equation 2 .42 and 
rewrit ing the latter in term of Z(jw), we obtain 
[jwRr(w) + S b - w2(m + Mr(w)) ]Z(jw) = Fex(jw). ( 2 .43 ) 
Uti l i  ing Equation 2 .30, we can obtain the tran fer function that rel ate the 
i ncoming wave e levat ion to the buoy 's heave d i  p lacement as 
Z(jw) _ Kex(jw) 
H(jw) 
-
jwRr(w) + S b - w2(m + Mr(w)) ' ( 2 .44) 
Knowing that V(jw) = jwZ(jw), Equation 2 .44 can be rewritten to reflect the 
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tran"fer functi n that relate the wa e ele ation t the buo heave veloci ty_ uch a 
V(jw) jwKe r(jw) 
= ------�--��---------H(jw) jwRr(w) + S b - w'2 (111 + Mr(w) ) - ( 2 .45) 
Electrical Analogue 
Annl} ing a pr blem u ing it e lectrical analogue i more convenient i n  orne 
a e. . For a freel - fl ating buoy, the hydrodynamic force i nfl uenc ing the buoy 
can be een a a ingle- loop electrical c ircuit ,  in which the excitation force is the 
potential ource, and al l other hydrodynamic force are repre ented by an intrinsic 
impedan e Zillf(jW). To reflect thi analogue, Equation 2 .45 wa rewri tten as [ 1 5 ]  
which mean 
V(jw) 1 
= = (2 .46) 
(2 .47) 
where Rim(W) and Xinl(W) are the i ntrin ic resi tance and reactance, re pect ively. 
Al though the real part of the intrin  ic impedance is  repre ented only by the 
radiation re i tance, R,.(w), any other re i tive hydrodynamic  force can be 
i nc luded, uch a the re i tance of the l inearised version of the v iscous force [ 1 5 ] .  
I n  an attempt to evaluate the i ntrinsic impedance, Zin,(jW), the system can 
be handled a a rna - pring-damper system; hence, it can be model led by a l inear 
t ime-invariant second-order model of thi form [ 1 5 ]  
1 1 
--( -) = ---2------? '  Z;111 jw -w + 2jt;wow + Wo 
(2 .48) 
where t; i s  the system damping rat io, which de cribes how rapidly the system 
o c i l l at ions are suppressed before coming to rest, and wo i s  the natural frequency 
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of the . y tern at v. hich the pha e of the i ntri n ic impedance change from 
-
negat ive alue po i l ive alue and the tern reactan e become zero ( i .e .  the 
beha iour of the . tern change from capaciti e to inducti e) [ 1 5 , 44] . Uti l i  ing 






2 yS b(m + MrCw) 
C2 .49) 
(2.50) 
2.5.5 State-Space Repre entation 
A state- pace model for the heavi ng pherical WEC wa developed in  [ 1 5 ] , based 
on the h drod namic and mechanical force that go em the buoy and it interact ion 
with ea wave ; the e force are d i  cu ed in  thi chapter. In a tate-space model , 
a y tem can be model led u i ng a et of non l inear differential equation of the 
fol io i ng general form 
x = ICt, x, u )  , C2 .5 1 )  
where I E RI1X ! i an nIh order vector of nonlinear function x E Rllx I i s  the /11h 
order tate ector, and U E 1I1X ! i the nIh order i nput vector [45 ] .  
For our heav ing W EC system, the sy tern tate are the buoy' heave ( vert ical ) 
po i tion and its velocity, ::.(t) and v( t) re pectively. The fi rst state can be mea ured 
by the mean of ensors, whi le the lat ter can be computed onl i ne using the position 
mea urements. The e are the main tate variables that wi l l  be involved in  design.  
There are four additional ficti tiou tate . These four tates, as d i  cus ed later in  thi 
chapter, resulted from the method u ed to model the radiation force, Ir( t) ,  and to 
i mpo e it onto the tate mode l .  Thu , the y tern 's proposed model is composed of 
six tate-space variables, and hence i t  i s  a s ixth-order ystem. Becau e posi tion and 
eloc ity repre ent the mai n  s tate variables, all the forces that dictate the interact ion 
between the buoy and the u rrounding water were expressed as a function of these 
two variable in the pre iou ect ion, e cept for the wa e e ci tation force, feAt ) ,  
hich i independent n the buo d namic . ing Newton ' econd law, all force 
act ing on the buo and the PMLG tran lator can be formulated a 
fe \ (t )  - f,.(t) - fb(t ) - frs( t )  - /de r) - fes( t )  - fI(r ) + fe(t )  = ma(t) . (2 .52)  
Earl ier in th is hapter, a frequency-domai n l i near repre entation for modell ing 
the radiation force wa deri ed a de cribed in Equat ion 2 .39. An equivalent 
t i me-domain repre entat ion i required, 0 that i t  can be integrated i nto one holi t ic 
t ime-domai n model of the tern .  Se eral work ha e been conducted on how 
to handle the radiat ion con olut ion term in the t ime domain [40, 46] .  I n  [ 1 5 ] , the 
radiation con olution term was approximated by a fourth-order l in ear state- pace 
model , a fol low : 
q = Akq(t)  + BkV( t) 
IT kr( t - T)V(T )dT � Ckq(t )  
(2 .53)  
(2 .54) 
where q(t) E R4X I i the radiat ion tate vector, the buoy' veloci ty ve t) E R I x I i the 
i nput, and the radiation force fr(t) E R L x I i s  the model output. The state matrice 
of the model are A ,., the radiat ion tate matrix ,  B r, the radiation input matrix ,  and 
Cr, the radiation output matri x .  
Hence, for the overal l  WEe's state- pace model ,  the state vector i s  x(t )  = 
[�U)v( t )qCt)Tf,  where xCt) E R6x ] that i s ,  XI  ( t ) = z(t), X2 = v(t) and X3(t) = q(t ) . The 
wave excitation force, fex(t) ,  and the input control force, feCt) ,  repre ent the inputs 
of t he y tern . The model output yet) i the buoy ' heave velocity ve t) .  Accordingly, 
the overal l  t ime-d main model can be ummaIi ed a fol low : 
:\:2 III+�TI'" [In(t  - CrX3 - (5 h + r. )X j - 0.5AwC DlX2 1x2 
-5 l's [ X I - ign(x i  )-lilllit ]1HI( lx l l - -'il11it 
-ere ign X2 - apx2 - (ers - ae )e-(X;! /l'" ign(X2 ) + fe(t ) ]  
y .\2 , 
Wri ting the m del in  tate- pace matrice form, we obtain 
where 
x = Ax + B(w( t )  + u( t ) )  + 0 
0 1 ° l x4 0 
A -(Sh+S n )  � -Ck E R6x6 B = _1- E R6x 1  m+lIlro 111+11100 III +111 00 , 111+111", 
04X l Bk A k 04x l  
111+11100 
o -O.5pAwCDlx2Ix2-acsigll(x2)-aux1-(a.s-O'c)e-(\::» t's ) sign(.\'2) E R6x 1 111+11100 
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(2 .55)  
( 2 .56) 
Note that u(t)  and wet represent the i nput control force, fe( t ) , and the wave 
e c i tation force feAt) , re pectively. A l l  the non l inear terms were grouped in the 
matrix 0. A uming operation in  a l inear region, i .e .  0 = 0, the model formulated 
i n  Equation 2.56 can be reduced to 
x = Ax + B(w(t) + u(t ) )  (2 .57 )  




-( h+S n )  � -Ck 
111+11100 111+111 111+111 
04x ! [ 0 1 Bk o ] E lR I x6 I x4 A k 
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o 
E jR6x6 B = , _I _ E lR6x I 111+11100 
O-lx l 
The d velop d tate- pace model abo e wi l l  be u ed to de ign l i near 
c ntr Her in chapter 3 .  
2 . 6  Electrical Model 
The ele trical model con i t of the PMLG and the power converter module. 
Thi ection ummari e the adopted model de eloped in [ 1 5 ] .  Figure 2 .4 how 
d-q equivalent c ircuit  of the PMLG that represent the ynchronou franle direct 
and quad-rate component . The Park tran formation i u ed to transform the three 
pha e ol tage and current quantit ie to the ynchronou frame component [ 47 ] .  
The d-q component o f  the tator voltage, usCr), at the terminal are formulated a 
the fol low ing equation 
Usd(t) = 
usq (t) 
Asd( t) = 
/ lsq(t) = 
d 
RsisdC t )  - we( t)il.sq( t) + 
dr 
C Lsdisd t) + /lpM) 
d 
Rsisq(t)  - weCt)il.sd + dt 
(Lsq isq (t» 
Lsd isd( t) + il.PM, 
Lsq isq(t), 
Figure 2.4 :  Equivalent circuit  of the PMLG 
+ 
4 1  
\"" here i \ ( t  , R,I ' and L5 are the tator current,  the machine nchronou re j tance, 
and indu t r. re pectivel . In thj tudy. the urface mounted PMLG i u ed. In thi 
topo] gy. the tator inductan e quanti tie in the d-axi and the q-axi are almo t 
identi aI , or L5d :::: L5q [ 33 J .  The variable APM and AJ are the permanent magnet 
fl u and the tat r flu l inkage, re pectively. The variable weC t )  i the electrical 
angu lar frequenc that i gi en by the fol lowing equation 
( 
) _ 2n:.( t ) We t - -­
Pw 
where Pw i the p Ie width of the PMLG. The convelted (electrical ) power, Pe, i s  
g iven b 
( 2 .59) 
wbere p j the number of the magnetic pole pair . The tator active power, Pit ), 
and reactive power, QsCt), are formulated as 
Q (t) 
3 
= "2 vSd (t)i 5d( t) + vsq(r)isq ( t) ) 
3 
= "2 (vsq (t) isd( t) - vsd( t)isq (t ) . 
The control force i implemented by al tering the stator current  in  the PMLG 
u i ng the back-to-back converter i n  t he M SC.  The current i d ( t) and isq (t) are 
controlled by regulating the Vsd(t) and vsq(t), re pectively [ 33 ] . In order to mini mi se 
the copper 10 e .  isd i et to zero [47 ] .  The value of isq(t) that implement the 
control force i derived u ing the fol lowing procedure .  The captured (mechanical ) 
power. Pm. i formulated a 
I f  i t  i a umed that P e(t)=PI71 (t), t he fol lowing i s  obtai ned 
(2 .60) 
Therefore, the current i1q( t )  j 
isq l = -----
3pAPMWe(f ) 
(2 .6 1 ) 
Pra tical ly, there ar ph ical con trai nt for implementing the current i n  
Equation 2 .6 1 .  owing to either the rat ing o f  the power converter component or the 
thermal l imi t  in  the PMLG [ 47 ] .  To accommodate the l i mi tation , the con traint 
are impo ed in the ol tage and current . The maximum level of the stator current 
j dependent on the maximum RMS alue of  the tator voltage U�UH . The stator 
ol tage of th PM LG i control led by the dc- l ink voltage Udc . I n  th is study, pace 
vec tor pul e-width modulation (SV PWM ) i deployed. U ing th is  method, the 
re lation hip betv een u�Ja ,( and Udc can be obtained as fol lows: 
//lax _ Udc U - ...fj ' 
Then , the m aximum current  of d-q axi tator i s  formulated a 
Expanding the quare i n  the l a  t equation and omitt ing the 2nd order derivative, the 
fol lowi ng Riccati equation is obtained 
d ·  ( ) i/l1QX 2 ( ) ) 2 l q f weC t )Ls .2 s - We t /lPM 
-- + l s ( t) = -------'� 
dt 2/tPM 
q 2WeU)ApMLs 
Solving the la t equation, the m ax imum al lowable isq i given by 
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Chapter 3: Design of H ierarchical Control lers 
Thi w rk con idered mainl hierarchical control trategie ( HCS ) rather 
than the devel ped control technique . Thi trategy i compo ed of two Ie el : the 
I \ver hierarchi al  controller LHC) and h igher h ierarchical control ler ( H HC) .  The 
upper level .  H HC, pr ide a reference elocity which i in pha e with the wa e'  
e itat ion. Thi reference ignal i uti l i  ed by the lower-Ie el  control ler LHC, to 
r bu tl r gulate the e locit of the buo in the presence of uncertaintie and/or 
di turbance . Configurat ion of HCS i di cu ed in ection 3 . 1 .  Three technique 
for de igning the LHC are di cu ed in ection 3 .2 ,  3 .3  and 3.4.  Moreover, 
two technique for H HC are d i  cu sed in  ection 3 .5  and 3.6. In a l l ,  five HCS 
control ler are de igned for the heaving WEe. The simu lation setup and re ult of 
the de igned control ler are di cu ed i n  chapter 4 .  
3. 1 Control System Configuration 
M ax imum po er ab orption of a heaving WEC i achieved if the velocity of 
the buoy v(t) = �(t)  i i n  pha e with the exci tation force feAt) . This is  known as 
the re onance condition re u l t ing from the impedance matching principle, based on 
which we can formulate the reference veloc i ty as [48 ]  
;. (t)  - I
feA!) I e __ , - co , 2R;m(w) 
(3 . 1 )  
where e i the pha e d ifference between feAt)  and i(t) , and it equals zero at 
re onance . Usual ly, the constant R;nf(w) in Equation 3 . 1 i s  elected from the 
m aximum value of R;Il' over a range of operating frequencies. 
In order to obtain resonance tatus, the control  force generated by the 
PMLG, fu (t)  , i used. This resu l t  in wel l -known drawbacks of the approach i n  
Equation 3 . 1 .  The con tant Rill! i s  selected from one frequency only. Thus, a h igh 
level of fLi t )  due t in . ufficient damping of feAt)  can be cau ed. In the react ive 
control trategie . the high-Ie el contr I i unde irable becau e it enlarge the ize 
of the PTO and reduce the efficienc f WEC tern . I n  the or t-case condition 
a high level of fll ( t )  can cau e p wer re er  e. A a re ul t ,  e can reach a point 
where the PTO act a a motor rather than a generator. To avoid the e dra back , 
a bottom-up hierarchical control trategy ( BU-HCS ) wa propo ed. 
The control y tern configuration for the BU-HCS i hown in Figure 3 . 1 .  
The B -HC con i t of the lower hierarch ical control ler (LHC)  and h igher 
hierarch ical c ntrol ler ( H HC) .  The H HC gi e the reference to be fol lowed by the 
LH . The LHC fol low th i  reference, de  pite uncertaintie in the model . The H HC 
en ure that the reference wi l l  not cau e the control force to exceed i t  maximum 
value in the LHC.  Thi  can be achieved by calculating the i ntrinsic impedance in  the 
H HC u ing nan fer function in the H HC and LHC.  In order to fulfi l  thi objective, 
the LHC i de igned before the H HC .  
Two design were developed for the H HC, and three de igns were developed 
for the m ai n  control ler of the LHC, a fol lows: 
• Lower h ierarchical control ler ( LHCs) 
- LHC via robu t lead-lag compensator 
- LHC via proportional- in tegral-derivat ive ( PID )  augmented s l iding mode 
control (SMC)  control ler 
- LHC via complex polynomial stabi l i  ation method 
• H igher hierarchical  control ler ( HHCs)  
- H HC via tran fer functions method 
- H HC via opt imum reference generat ion using quadratic programm ing 
(QP) 
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Figure 3. 1 :  Configuration of the propo ed hierarchical control trategy 
3.2 LHC via Robust Lead-Lag Compensator 
The feedback control tern in  the LHC, a hown in  Figure 3 . 1 ,  con i t 
of the mechanical model of the WEC indicated by the transfer function, P, 
',; hich it e lf con i t of the nominal p lant ' model , pes), and input mult ipl icative 
uncertaint repre ented by the tran fer function, 6(s) .  The latter repre ents 
unknown uncertaint ie uch a parameter perturbat ion. unmodel led dynam ics or 
force , etc . The ignal fdl (t)  repre ent any pos ible external di turbance that may 
al ter the buo ' velocity. Another component of the feedback control y tern i the 
controller, K(s) .  
In th i  technique, the control ler in the LHC 1 designed u 109 a imple 
tructured lead-lag compen ator ( LLC) formulated a 
s + z  
K(s) = k- , 
s + p  
(3 . 2 )  
v here the con tant k, :, and p are the gain ,  zero and pole of the LLC, re pectively. 
The e parameter are designed to achieve robu t tabi l ity and tracking performance, 
taking into the account the l imitation of the control  force, fll( t ) .  
The perturbed plant  P can be een as a set  of transfer functions contain ing a l l  
uncertaint ies, represented by 6(s) .  The control ler K provides robust stabi l ity i f  i t  
provide i n ternal tab i l i ty for every plant  i n  the set P. Thi i achieved by u i ng the 
mal l-signal theorem tated below [49 ] .  
Theorem 3. 1 For stable 6(S), the closed-loop s)stem is robustly stable if K(s)  
-+6 
.Hahilise the nominal plant and the fo!lOl1-'ing holds 
< 1  
r, In a trengthened form : 
I n  order to tab i l i  e the large t et of perturbat ion i ll i1(s) ,  the fol lowing 
minimi ali on problem mu t be 01 ed: 
. . . 
I I  
K( )P(s) 
I I  
m m l l U se 
K(s)slabilising 1 + K(s)P(s )  00 ( 3 . 3 )  
Tracking performance requirement can be formulated withi n the framework 
of the Boo theory, u i o g  the nominal c10 ed-loop ystem of the LHC in Figure 3 . 1 .  
The en i t iv i ty tran fer function i s  
s = e(t) = 1 
:.At) 1 + P(s)K(s) 
The en i t iv i ty tran fer function represents the tracking performance. 
( 3 .4) 
Thus, 
min i rn i  i ng it oo-norm while keepi ng K(s)  table achieve good tracking 
performance. Thi can be ex pre ed by the fol low ing optimi a60n problem: 
. . . I I  
1 
I I  
m i ll UTIlSe 
K( s)stabilising 1 + P( s)K(s)  00 ( 3 . 5 )  
S i m i l arly, a n  opti m.isation problem can be formulated t o  ach ieve low control 
force a one of the performance spec i fications. The tran fer function between f,lt) 
and :"r( t) i 
fu(t )  K(s)  Fu(s) = 
tAt) = 1 + P(s)K(s) 
hence, the fol lowing opt i rni  ation problem must be sol ved to achieve minimum 
contr I effort : 
3.6) 
I n  order to achie  e th pre iou I y  menti oned peci fication of robu t tabi l i ty, 
tracking performan e, and minimum control effort, we need to combine the 
ptimi ation problem in 3 .3 ,  3 .5 ,  and 3.6, and olve them imul taneou Jy to find 
the admi s ible LLC parameter . The combi n i ng proce re u l t  in the fol lowi ng 
minimi ation problem : 
mi n imi se 
K(s rabilising 
K( s)P( s )  
I + K( s)P(s )  
I 
I +P( s)K(s) 
K(s) 
1 +  P( )K(s) 00 
(3 .7 )  
The genetic algori thm optimi at ion tool box ( GAOT) 1 U e d  t o  find the 
parameter of the LLC by olv ing the opti mi ation problem in Equation 3 .7 .  The 
G AOT offer a fl ex i ble method to olve opt imi ation problems, u ing d ifferent 
tructure for the contro l ler. Howe er, the re u l ti ng parameter from the GAOT 
repre ent a ub-opti mal ol ution, owi ng to t heir  heuristic propert ie . The procedure 
to fi n d  the parameter of the LLC u i ng GAOT is  i l l ustrated i n  the flowchart of 
Figure 3 .2 . 
3.3 LHC via PID augmented with SMC 
Thi s  method con i der u ing a tab i l i  ing proportional - integral -derivative 
( PI D )  controller i n  as ociat ion w i th a s l id ing-mode controller (SMC)  to achieve 
tabil i ty and robustne . 
3.3. 1 Sliding Mode Control (SMC) 
I n  t h e  l ower control loop, SMC i s  deployed ow ing t o  i ts  remarkable tracking 
capabi l i ty and robustnes [50] . The proposed SMC i derived using the fol iowing 
Decide earching region of the controller 
parameters and the G parameters 
Randomly generate the initial solutions 
Increase the generation, 
..... ----1 create the new population by selection, 
cross-Qver, and mutation 
Figure 3 .2 :  Flowchart to fi nd the parameter of the lead-lag compen ator u ing GAOT 
procedure .  Let u defi ne the l iding u rface set) a ( d )11- 1 
set)  = 
dt 
+ A e(t) = 0 
where e(t) i the error, 17 i the order of the sy tern ,  and A is a positive con tant for 
en uring the convergence to the sl iding surface . In our case, the W EC system is  a 
econd-order y tern. Therefore, the s l iding surface i s  formul ated as 
s(t) = eel) + Ae(t) = O. (3 .8 )  
Con i der t h e  control signal , !u(t), of Equation 3 .3 .2 .  Owi ng to mismatches 
between the nomi nal model and actual sy tern ,  the term kJ gn(s(t) )  is added to thi  
± 
Chattering control input 
� 
--r-------------��----+ x 
s(t) = 0 
Figure 3 .3 :  Chattering control force in the l iding urface. 
control ' ignal for handl i ng model imperfect ion . The new control i gnal i s  
where gn(  ( t »  i the ignum funct ion of ( t ) :  { gn( (t»  = + 1 
gn( ( t »  = 
gn(s( f »  = - }  
if  set) > 0 
i f  set) < O. 
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( 3 .9)  
The con tant k J  i a po i t ive real n umber. A larger value of k J  allow a larger 
et of perturbation . However, a l arge val ue of k l w i l l  magnify t he control force . 
Therefore, the val ue of 1.: \  i s  careful ly  elected by consideri ng t he trade-off between 
perturbation and the allowable level  of fll (t) . 
The addition of the ignum funct ion in Equation 3 .3 . 1 i nj ects chattering 
to tit) .  In the practical point  of v iew, till chatteri ng is undesirable becau e 
the actuator cannot re pond to sudden changes i n  the commanded control 
force.  M oreover, the high frequency component in the chatteri ng might evoke 
unde i rable mechanical vibrations in the system. I n  order to avoid this ,  the addi t ion 
term can be moothed u i ng the approximation method in [ 50] . By defin i ng a thin 
50 
boundary layer urface a 
B(t )  = { w, 1 (w ; t ) l ::::; <D ) <D > 0 
, where W = [ �( t) :. ( t )f B( t) i a layer that contain the chattered control force, 
<D i t he b undary la er thi kne , and E = <D / /In- I i the boundary layer width 
a depicted in Figur 3 .3 .  The chattered control input in B( t) j i nterpolated by 
replacing the tenn gn(  ( t ) )  with the aturation fu nction at( s( t ) ) .  The at urat ion 
fun tion i .  defi ned a fol low : { ign( s( t) )  
at( s( t ) )  = 
s( t )/<D 
i f  I s ( t ) 1  > <D 
if I s ( t ) 1  < <D. 
Therefore, the robu t SMC with conti nuou control i nput for the W ECs I S  
formulated a' 
!L/ (t) = kde(f )  + kpe(t) + ki J e(t)dt + k J  sat( s( t ) )  (3 . 1 0) 
I n  order to obtain the parameters kd, kp and ki of the PID control ler, we 
can u e conventional method for de igning the parameter of the PI D control ler . 
Otherwi e, we can u e a ystematic mathematical method that provide ets of 
tabi l i  i ng parameter . This method i s  k nown as real polynomial tabi l i  ation and 
i i l l u  trated i n  the fol lowi ng subsection . 
3.3.2 PID Stabilisation - Real Polynomials 
Conventional ad hoc methods for synthesis ing a PID control ler can be used . 
A l ternatively, an algorithm that defines regi ons  of stabi l is ing parameters (kp, ki , 
and kd) for PID control ler i n  a systematic, mathematical manner can be u ed. 
A general form of the theorem of Herm ite-B ieh ler, where the coefficient of a 
polynomial are real ,  i s  used to derive th is  algorithm.  Applying this  algori thm leads 
5 1  
t the pr duct ion of a whole region of PID parameter that guarantee the tab i l i t 
f a nomi nal tern [ 5 1 ] . Mathematical formulation of thi algorithm and i ts  tep 
are pre en ted in  thi  'ection . im ulation wa canied out u ing M U l ti -parametri c 
t olbo ver ion 2.0 ( M PT 2.0) in the M ATLAB en iron ment.  
The , tandard ignum fu nction, gn( ), i equal to - 1  for negati e value of x 
o when i. zero and + 1 for po i t ive val ue of . We al 0 need to define a real 
p l ynomial i th degree c i n  the form: 
P ) = PO + J.1 1  S + . . .  + Pasc 
Defi ne p/,( 2 ) and SPd( s2 ) a e en and odd components of pes) respecti  ely. 
Sub titut ing = jw and decompo ing the re u l ts into real and i magi nary 
component , we obtain 
p(jw = r(w) + ji(w) 
where r(w) and ji(w) are the real and i m aginary components, re pectively, and 
') £ r(w) . i(w) We al 0 define funct ion g(w) = 1 + W- )2  and let 1'g = few) and 19 = few) 
Then,  we let  
Let -,CJ1( » and zrCJ1(s» define t he number of zero of pes) on the left-hal f  
p lane and right-hal f  p lane, respectively. Moreover, w e  define the ignature of the 
polynomial  pe s) by g(j1( s» a 
gCJ1(s» = z,(;J(s» - �r(;J( s» . 
Then,  a theorem that general i ses t he theorem of Hermite-B iehler for real -coefficient 
pol ynomials  can be stated as fol low : 
u y K (s)  p es) 
Figure 3.4 :  Feedback control tem for a nominal plant 
Theorem 3.2 Let p( ) be a given real polynomial of degree c 1-vith a root at the 
origin of multiplicity h. 
Let 0 = wo < WI < . . . < Wq- l be the real, 1101 Z -negatil e, di tinct finite z.eros of ty(w) 
with odd 11lltltipli ifie . Al 0 define Wq = 00 and denote r(h)(wo) = i'r wI ) I . Then dw ' W=WO 
(2(J1) = 
{ gn [ r(h ) Wo ] - 2 gn [ ry(w l ) ]  + 2 gn[rg(w2) ]  + . . .  
+ ( - 1 )q- 1 2 gn [ rg(wq_ l ) ]  + (- l )qsgn [rg(wq ) ] } . ( - 1 )q- l gn [ i( 00)] 
if c i even. 
( gn [r(h\wo) ] - 2 gn [ rg(w I ) ] + 2sgn [rg(w2 ) ] + . . . 
+ (- 1 )q- 1 2 gn [ rg(wq_ l ) ] } · ( - l )q- l gn [ i( oo )] 
if c is odd. 
Con idering the feedback control system in Figure 3 .4, r is the reference 
ignal ,  y i output ,  and pe s) = PN( S)/ PD(S) i the nominal plant to be controlled 
(P (s)  and PD(S)  are coprime polynomial ) . K(s) i s  the tabi l ising P ID control ler, 
and ha a tran fer function of the form 
The closed-loop characteri stic polynomial equation of tbe ystem i s  
(3 . 1 1 )  
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The control bjective i to btain the alue of kp , k, .  and kd that fonn ulate a 
H urv" ilz c losed-loop characteri t ic pol nomiaL j.1( . kp, ki , kd) .  Thi i mplie that al l 
the r ot of the characteri t ic  p lynomial.  j.1, are in the open left-half plane . 
We ob erve that for j.1( , kp, k" kd), cont rol ler parameter k;, kd, kp are 
d j ,  tributed on p/\ ( . ) ,  0 that i t  cau e di fficu lty in  fi nding al l stabi l i  ing PID 
ontroller . We w i l l  con ider the  foll ow ing procedure for 01 i ng our de  ign 
pr blem. Fi r t, we con ider the even-odd decompo i tion of 
and define 
To achieve parameter eparation we m u lt iply j.1(s, kp, ki , kd )  by P�(s)  to  obtain  
-8 ) = j.1( s, kp, k;, kd)P* ( s) 
= s"2 ( P  v(i)PDd(s2 ) - PDv( s2 ) PNd(S'l »  + (ki + kdi)(PNv( 2 )PNv( s2 » s'l PNd(S'l )PNd( S'l »  
The degree o f  the characteristic pol ynomial,  j.1,  and the numerator o f  the 
nominal plant, PN( S) ,  are denoted by n and m ,  re pect ively. Next, we subst itute 




r2Cw) = eC -w2 ) eC-w2 ) + w2NoC -w2 )NoC -w2 » 
f l  Cw) = w( DeC -w2 )NeC _w2 ) + w2 DoC -w2 )NoC _w2 » 
Parameter of the control ler are nicely eparated i n  ()(jw).  The 
proportional i ty gai n C i .e .  kp) e i st only in the i magi nary term, i, w i thout any 
occurrence of other p arameter . The other two parameters ki and kd, are in the 
real term, 1". I f  the cIo ed right-half plane zeros of ()Cs) ,  and the ame of P�Cs)  
are o f  equal number, then the characteri t ic  polynomial ,  f.1(s, kp , ki , kd) , i a i d  t o  be 
H u rw i tz .  
Let wo , W I , W2 , . . .  Wq_ 1  denote the real , non-negative di  t inct roots of i(w, kp)  
of odd mult ip l ic i ty, w here 
0 = Wo < WI  < W2 < . , . < w/_ ! 
and defin Wq = 00. ing Theorem 3 .2, the tabi l i ty c ndit ion i that : 
( gn [ r(h ) (wo ] - 2 gn [ rg(w l ) ]  + 2 gn[ rg(w2 ) ]  + . . .  
+ ( - 1 )q- 1 2 gn [ rg(wq_ I ) ] + ( - 1 )
q gn [ rg(wq)] } 
. ( - 1 )q- l gn [ i ( 00 ) ]  
i f  ummation o f  m and n is  e en 
( gn [ r(h ) wo) ] - 2 gn[ rg(w l ) ] + 2 gn[ rg(w2 ) ] + .. , 
+ ( - 1 )q-
l 2 gn [ rg(wq_ I )] } 
. ( - l )q- 1 sgn [ i(00) ] 
i f  umm ation of m and n i odd 
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( 3 . 1 2) 
From the tabi l it ondition i n  Equation 3 . 1 2, a nece ary condi tion is  that 
i(w. kp) ha at lea t 
for even summation of ill and n 
for odd u mmation of m and n 
(3 . 1 3 ) 
real .  non-negative d i  t inct roots of odd mul tipl ic i ty. Moreover, "allowable" 
repre ent the ranges of kp that sati fy thi condi tion. For every fixed kp in the 
i term we can determine stab i l i  ing value for ki and kd in  the r tem1, using the 
fol lowi ng tep : 
Fi r t. define 
for b = 0, 1 ,  . . . , t . 
We can const ruct equence of number to , t ] , . . . , tq by the fol lowing rule: 
• I f  N*(jWb) = ° for some b = 1 , 2 , . . .  , q - l ,  then define 
• for all ther , b = 0, 1 , 2  . . . .  , q  
qb = (- l or 1 ) . 
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With the defi ned fO , ! I , . . .  , the et A U.p) can be defined a the et of all admi ible 
t ri ng whi h ati fy the tabi l i t  condit ion of Equation 3 . 1 2, as 
if the ummation m and n i e en 
if the ummation m and n i odd 
( 3 . 1 4) 
e t. we determine the admi ible tring of I = { to , f l ,  . . .  , lq- l or lq } in ACkp ) 
which ati�fy the labi l i ty condition of Equation 3 . 1 2 . We note that each member 
of the et in T, i .e .  { to , f , . . .  , tq- l or fq } i 
a sociated with the ign of r e aluated at 
a ociated frequency w; mathematical ly, we can write this a the fol lowing l i near 
i nequal i ty :  
i f  fb > ° 
( 3 . 1 5 ) 
if fb < ° 
The et of tabi l i  ing k; , kd i obtained from the inter ection of the fea ible region 
of k; and kd ati fying l inear i nequali ties in 3 . 1 5  for the admissible tring T. In 
other word , each tring T in ACkp ) is one fami ly of the l inear i nequal i ty problem 
which can be olved efficiently by l i near programmi ng tool . Suppose that we have 
admi i ble trings T1 , T2 , . . . , Tv in A Ckp ) '  which are associated with feasible region 
of k;, kd denoted by S , ,S 2 ,  . . .  , S v .  The region of al l stabi l i  i ng k; and kd related to a 
part icu lar kp i given by 
(3 . 1 6) 
where S x i the set of a l l  stabi l i sing k; and kd corresponding to the fi xed kp for each 
s ingle string in A (kp) of 3 . 1 4 . From th is  set, we can synthesise a tabi l is ing PID 
c ntr I ler t pr duce a c ntrol igoal , Itt< t , a 
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3 . 1 7 ) 
where e(t) i .  the [for between th reference e)ocity, tAt ) ,  and the output eloc i ty 
of the bu , .:.( t ) ,  and is defi ned a 
e(t) = .:. r(t) - :(t) . (3 . 1 8 ) 
304 LHC via Complex Polynomial Stabi lisation 
The real pol oomial tabi l i  ation algori thm pre ented in  ection 3 . 3  can be 
extended to pro ide a robu t control ler [ 52, 5 3 ] .  In th i  method, weighting tran fer 
funcb n are i ncorporated within the algori thm to com pen ate for the sy tern' 
uncertainty, and to ati fy design requ i rement uch a tracking performance. Thi 
general i  ation lead into the problem of complex pol nomial tab i l i  ation [ 53 ] .  





Figure 3 .5 :  Feedback control y tern with input mult ipl icative uncertainty 
y 
Referring to the feedback control ystem hown in Figure 3 .5 ,  r i s  the 
reference ignal , y i s  output, and c i energy-bounded di sturbance. pes) = 
PN( s)/  PD( S) i the nominal model of the plant subjected to control ;  the nominator 
PN( S) ,  and the denominator, PD( S) are copri me polynomials . .6.(s) represents the 
perturbation in a form of a proper and table transfer function with 1 1� l loo :::; 1 .  
The performance pecificati n and model uncerta inty are characteri ed with two 
v eighting function in  the frequency domain,  Wee ) and WT s) ,  re pect ively. K(s) 
I a P ID contr l Ier in  the form of Equation 3 . 1 1 . 
The omplementary en it ivity function. T(s) ,  and the en i tiv i ty function, 
(. ) ,  are [ 54 ]  
1 
S ( ) = 1 + K( )P( s) 
A de ign requirement to be con idered in thi work i d i  turbance rejection for 
a plant i th input mult ipl icat i e uncertainty, a hown in  Figure 3 . 5 .  Thi problem 
can be formulated by the fo1 10 i ng condi tion [ 54 ]  
I I I We(s)S (s)  I + I \¥T( s)T(s) 1 1 100< 1 ( 3 . 1 9) 
where We ) = e(s)/ De( ) and WT(S) = NT(S)/  DT(S), and Ne(s)  DeCs) , NT C s) and 
DT(S) are orne real polynomial . Moreover, th i  i mpl ie 
I WeC oo)S (00) 1  + I WT(oo)T(oo) 1 < 1 (3 .20) 
The control objective i to de ign a PID control ler that stabi l ise the y tem 
and ati fie the robu t condi tion given in  Equation 3 . 1 9 . In  order to achieve 
tabi l ity of the nomi nal y tern, the characteri tic equation must be H urwitz, i .e .  
i ts roots are i n  tbe left-balf plane. Thu , 
(3 .2 1 )  
The arne procedure con i dered in  tbe prev ious section can be appl ied here to sol ve 
tbe tab i l i  ation problem. 
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Ba ed on [ 52 . 53 ] ,  we al. 0 define 
w( . kpJ" kd, e. ) !:  De( s)DT (  )PD + eJ8s e(S DT( )PD( S) 
+ (kd '2 + kp + k; ) [ De( s)DT( )P ( ) + eJcbDe( )NT( )P ( s) ] .  
with the fol lowing conditi n :  
w( . kp. k; , kdJ ). ) i Hurwitz for a lIt) and E [ 0, 27T) .  (3 .22)  
Then. for o lv ing our robu t PID tuning problem, we mu t ati fy three 
imul taneou I given in  ( 3 . 2 1 ) , ( 3 .20), and (3 .22) ,  i .e .  
b) w( . kp . k; , kd, (), ) i H urwitz for al l () and E [ 0, 27T) ;  
c )  1 We (oo)S (oo) 1 + 1 WT( ) T (oo) 1 <  1 .  
The de ign problem of finding P ID  controller that stab i l i  e the ystem (gi  en 
the uncertainty in the model ) and provide robu t performance i solvable if and only 
i f  there exi ts gain value (kp, k;, kd ) such that condition 3 .2 1 , 3 .20, and 3 . 22 hold. 
For a given alue of kp, we denote the set of adrn is  ible (k; , kd )  gain value atisfying 
condition 3 .2 1 to be 1( 1 ,kp) ' We al 0 denote the et of adrni ible (kp, k; , kd)  val ue 
sati fying condi tion 3 . 20 to be r(2.k,,) where 
A l l  the value of k; and kd that ati sfy the condit ion 3 .22 are contained in a et 
denoted by l(3.kp) ' However, for a fixed kp, the et that contains aU ki and kd val ue 
that ach ie  e the robu tne s peci fied i n  condition 3 . 1 9, denoted by rkp , i s  given by 
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The et of al l admi ible (kp k;, kd )  alue that wi l l  ati fy the robu t 
performance condition 3 . 1 9  can no be found b imply weepmg 0 er the 
nece . ary range of kp and determin ing 'FiT' at each tage. 
3.5 H H C  via Tran fer Fu nction Method 
The H HC in Figure 3 . 1 con i t of two tran fer function . The fi r t one from 
the left Fer, i the e citation force generator. It converts the wave elevation ry(t)  
t an e t imated e ci tation force !eAt) .  Thi tran fer funct ion i repre ented by the 
eighth-order tran fer function de cribed in  ub ection 2 .5 .2  ( Equation 2.33) [ 1 5 ] .  
The econd tran 'fer function. K�,  i u ed to generate the reference velocity ::At) .  
The derivation of thi tran fer function wa i l l u  trated in  ub ection 2 .5 .4, and it 
an be impl formulated a 
�r(t) 1 K� = -- = -� A R* ' feAt) If 
(3 .23 )  
where R;f i the con tant of intrin ic re i tance to be de igned using the tran fer 
function of the overal l  HCS.  
The i n tr in ic  re i tance i de igned so that the maximum value of the control 
force fum wi l l  not exceed i t  a l lowable val ue. Thi condit ion occur in  the more 
energetic ea tate of i gn ificantly h igh wave heights Hs , and low peak frequency 
Wp . Another de ign pecification for R�f is to keep the rat io between the mean 
value of the converted electrical power, P e ,  and the maximum value of the arne, 
Pem• below a spec ified value based on the de ign requ i rements .  A high Pem l Pe rat io 
i ndicate h igher generated reactive power and hence represents an i nefficiency of 
the PTO. Thi ituation occurs in  the les energetic ea states where the sea states 
have a lower Hs and a h igher wp. 
The intri n  ic res istance that sat isfie the above mentioned con trai nts can be 
designed using the tran fer funct ions of FuCs)  and FexCs) .  U i ng the e tran fer 
funct ion . the fol io  ing  equation can be derived 
fu( t )  = 
= 
= 
K(s)  . ( ) l +P( s}K(s) ::r f 
6 1  
( 3 . 24 )  
B; . ett ing the control force to it max J lTIum al lowable alue, R;f can be 
obtained from Equat ion 3 . 24 a 
F ex( S )7](t) 
-----
) fum 
( 3 . 25 )  
I t  i obv iou that the alue of the intrin ic re istance of Equation 3 .25 varie 
with t ime due to IlCt ) .  In monochromat ic ( inu  oidal ) ea states, the value of 
R'f can be found for a peci fic Hs and wp a the magnitude of the Bode plot of 
Equation 3 .25 , thu 
R* _ I  K(s ) !!!... I ,lwp) - 1 + P(s)K( ) fum ( 3 . 26 )  
" here the con tant 7]p i equal to half of the wave height, Hs. Thus, a look-up table 
can be generated for a ea tate, with peci fic value for H.� and wp. 
The i ntrin ic re i tance i n  Equation 3 .26  wi l l  not v iolate the de ign value of 
fum in the nominal sy tem . However any perturbation i n  the model l ing tends to 
i ncrea e the value of !tit)  i n  the LHS to maintain i t  tracking capabi l i ty. The more 
the y tern deviates from i ts  nominal alue the higher the generated value of fu(t) .  
I n  order to keep the max imum value of the control force below fum i n  a l l  scenarios, 
whi le also sati sfying the constraint  of the rat io Pem l Pe, the fol lowing procedure 
wa conducted : 
1 .  The h ighe t peak value of fu(l) in ,  theoretical ly, al l  scenarios was found by 
i mulat ing the ystem in  t he wor t-ca e scenario of perturbation . 
2 .  At  a pecific value of Hs, fum wa et to i ts designed value in  Equation 3 .26.  
This al ue \ a reduced if: 
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• The p ak of fu(t)  e ceeded the de igned fum in the lowe t operating wp 
( i  . .  the mo t energetic ea tate in the re pecled Hs) . 
• The rat io Pem/ Pe e ceeded it de igned value in  the highe t operating 
wp ( i .e .  the lowe t energet ic ea tate in the re pected Hs). 
Thi �  algori thm pro ided a fa t procedw-e to find the value of R;f that ati. fie 
the de. ign con traint . A look-up table wa generated u ing the magn itude of the 
Bode plot. The table decide the con tant value of R;f ba ed on Hs and wp values. 
Pract ical ly, the e alue can be obtained by performing a fa t Fourier tran form 
o er the in omi ng ea tate . Thi in olves a prediction method which is beyond 
the cope of th i  tudy. There i no need to change the value of R;f in each ampl ing 
i n  tant be au e the ea profile ( i .e .  H and wp ) does not change for a duration of 
20-30 minute [ 55 ] .  
3.6 H H C  vi a  QP method 
I n  tead of u ing Equation 3 .23 which ha i t  drawback for con tant Rim a 
d i  cu ed earl ier, a con trained opt irni ation problem is  formulated, in which the 
objecti e funct ion i to max i mi e the absorbed energy Eabs ubject to con traint on 
the buoy' max im u m  displacement Zm [56] . This  is  accompli  hed by formu lat ing 
a con trained quadratic programming problem (QP) and olv ing i t  across a finite 
window /lw a fol low : 
1l1L'- 1 
max Eabs = Ts Z [ P ex( k  + i lk) - PrCk + i lk) ]  ( 3 .27) 
i=O 
w here Ts i s  the sampl ing t ime, and PeAk + i lk )  and Pr(k + i lk) are the predicted 
exc itation power and radiation power at t i me (k + i) re pect ively. Thi relation can 
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be e pre ed in tenn of the buoy elo it , 
lIu'- I 
Eabl = T� I Lfe.1 (k + i lk) - f,.(k + i lk) ],:,. k + i lk), (3 .28 )  
;=0 
fr k + ilk ) i ' a. sumed to be equal to the radiation kernel of equation 2.53 .  Thu , by 
replacing fr(k + i lk) i th 
f,.(k + i lk) = Cx(k + ilk ) ( 3 . 29) 
here x(k + i lk )  i the tate e tor of the 0 eral l  sy tern at t ime (k + i) and 
= [ O l x2 Cd, and quential ly forward 01 ing fr(k + ilk) aero an nw- i zed 
opt imi ation indow, we obta in 
\ here 
Fr = 










CAB CB 0 
(3 .30) 
A constrained QP problem with a decision variable, V, can be obtained by 
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rewri t ing Equation 3 .28 i nto the ector foml and combining it with Equation 3 .30 
a 
v. here 
sub jeer to EV s fl, 
lexCklk) 
Fex = 
le.t (k + 17w - l lk) 
fl = [ -111 + Px(k )  -/11 - Px(k) r 
(3 .3 1 )  
The e t imated e c i tation force aero nw 1 contai ned in F ex .  Al l  the values i n  
the latter are e t  to be fixed and equal to .iex(klk) as no pred iction algori thm i s  
u ed .  The matrice u ed in the con traint  inequal ity M and P are s imi lar to O2 and 
0 1 , re pe ti e ly, e cept for a minor modification: C = [ 1  O , xs ] .  Equation 3 . 3 1 i 
min imi  ed with re pect to the future veloci ty trajectory V, while l imit ing the buoy 
excur ion to ±:::/11 ' The formulated QP i convex becau e the Hessian matrix in  
Equation 3 . 3 1 i po i t ive-defin i te [ 57 ] . 
I t  i a very complicated and chal lengi ng ta k to olve Equation 3 . 3 1 i n  real 
t ime.  I nstead, 01 i ng it off- l ine for variou expected peak wave frequency wp and 
ignificant wave height Hs values i a simpler, cheaper, and less computat ional ly 
i nten ive olut ion. Then,  the resultant ub-optimal cont inuous veloc ity profi le is 
u ed to compute the ub-opti mal in tr insic resi tance, R�p' a fol lows :  
(3 .32 )  
where Ifex l  and IZrl are the complex amplitudes of feAt) and tAt ), respect ively. The 
reciprocal of R�p i u ed to avoid R�p � 00 at tAt) = O. Again ,  a look-up table is  
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c n"tructed to adju t Rqp in real t ime. The t ime-averaged ub-optimal re i tance 
Rqp i calculated f r m n chromatic ea tate of di fferent wp and Hs . 
3.7 Other Control t rategie 
Tv 0 e i t ing control lrategie ere e lected for the ake of compari on in  
the result and anal i in chapt r 4 .  
3.7. 1 Re i t i  e Loading ( RL )  
Thi i a very imple control trategy for the heav ing WEe . It i ba ed on producing 
a control f rce that i l i nearl proport ional to the buoy velocity [ 58 ] .  The optimum 
power tran fer ccur when the PTO reactance cancel that of the intrinsic system, 
1 a ing out the re i tance term . A impl ified sub-optimal approach i to model the 
PTO impedance a a pure frequency-dependent re i tance, RcCw) .  Therefore, the 
control force can be repre ented a 
!u(t) = -RcCw)v(t) . ( 3 . 33 )  
The ea  i e  t approach to  determi ne Rc(w) i by  computing the magnitude of the 
y tern in trin ic i mpedance, !Zinf(W)! ; thus we obtain [ I S ] 
!1I ( t) = -!Zint (W) !v(t) , C3 .34) 
where 
3.7.2 on ent ional H ierarchical Control y tern 
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Referri ng t ub ecL ion 2 .5 .4, we can obtain the fol lowing formula  from 
Equati n 2.46 
lex t )  vr( t )  = ':'r t = -- co () , 2Rr (3 . 35 )  
h r Rr and () are the y tern ' re i tance and the pha e difference between fH(t) 
and ':'(1), re pecti e l  . 
The conventional hierarch ical control y tern (C-HCS) is an HCS that uti l i  e 
Equation 3 .35 in i t  h igher level control ler to generate the reference. The value of 
Rr i fix  d o er the entire operating frequency range . Thi method can be combined 
\ i th the two H LC propo ed i n  ection 3 . 2  and 3.4 for the ake of compari son . 
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Chapter 4: Simulat ion a n d  Re u l ts 
Thi chapter pro id , the . i rnulalion re u l t  and analy i of five hierarch ical 
ontrol ler that are nthe i ed ba ed on H HC and LHC technique in chapter 3 .  
S imulation parameter and verification LIat g i e  are pre ented in  ection 4. 1 .  
The e LIalegie are u ed in ection 4.2, the re ult  and analy i ection, for each 
nthesi ed c ntr Her, to dem n trate i ts performance under nominal conditions 
in  ariou.. ea tate 'I and te t it under the y tern' perturbation and external 
di turbance . In addi t ion, a compari on with exi ting control ler techniques i 
provided in  the arne ect ion . The imulation wa conducted u i ng M ATLAB® 
S imul ink . 
4. 1 Simulation Setup and Verification Tech niques 
The tern configuration of Figure 3 . 1 i con idered throughout this chapter 
for each nthe i ed h ierarchical control ler. The heav ing pherical wave energy 
converter of Upp a la Univer i ty [ 1 4 ]  i considered, u ing the detai led parameter 
value hown in  Table 4. 1 .  The parameter of both mechanical and electrical 
model are i nc luded in the table [ 1 5 ] .  




S8 + 0.957 + 2 .856 + 1 . 5s5 + 2 .3 .0 . . .  
-4.9 x 1 0455 + 3 .9 x 1 04 54 + . . .  
0 . 7  s3 + 0.752 + . . .  
4 . 2  X 1 0453 + 1 . 3 X 1 04 s2 - 5979s 
0. l s + 0.06 
where Fex and R(s) are the Laplace transfonn of fex(t) and ry(t), respectively. 
(4. 1 )  
The tate-space mechanical model of the mechanical system of equations 2 .57 
and 2 .58 i u ed wi th av = Rloss, where Rloss i the loss re istance. The mechanical 
Buoy and lran lator rna (mb) 
I nfinite added rna (m ) 
Wat r plane area ( u' ) 
Submerged olume ( V\ )  
Sea water den ity (P) 
Grav itational acceleration (g) 
Seabed depth (d) 
Re onance anoular fr quenc (wo )  
Buoyan tiffne coefficient (5 b) 
ominal re toring ti ffne coefficient (5 rsO ) 
ominal l e re i tance (Rio .1'0 )  
PMLG nchronou re i tance ( Rs )  
Permanent magnet fl u  (An1 )  
PMLG pole \ idth (PU' ) 
DC l ink voltage ( Vdc) 
M dulati n inde (ma) 
Value unit 
5 m  
2 .6  X 1 05 kg 
l .  4 X 1 05 kg 
7 . 4 /112 
26 1 .80 nz3 
1 025 kg/m3 
9 .8 1 111/ 2 
80 m 
1 .56 rad/s 
7 .89 x 1 05 N/m 
2 x 1 05 N/m 






Table 4. 1 :  Mechanical and electrical parameter of the WEC 
model can be obtained with the fol lowing components of the radiation force: 
-3 .4376 -6.3533 -4.97 1 4  - 1 .7 1 68 
1 0 0 0 
A, = 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
Br = [ 1  0 0 O] T 
Cr = [0.96 X 1 05 3 .62 X 1 05 1 .57 X 1 05 0] . 
The i mulation strategy can be ummarised a : 
6 
1 .  Perfonnance of nominal ystem in a regular (monochromatic )  sea state of 
pecific wave heights, Hs, of 1 In and 2 m for a range of peak frequencie 
( i .e .  0.5 - 1 rad/ s). Plot of the value Ii ted below vs. the pecified peak 
frequency range were obtained, for both pec ific height . 
• the average captured power, Pm 
• the average electrical power, P e 
• the maxi mum control force, fum 
• the maximum electrical po er, Pem 
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• the of rna imum electrical power to the average electrical power, P em P e 
the percentage of conver ion efficienc between P e and P e 
') Ti me-domain r pon e of nominal tern in  an i rregu lar (polychromatic)  ea 
tate f p ak frequen y, wp = 0.7 rad / , and wave height, Hs = 2 m. Plots of 
thi part incl ude the fol lowing mea ure in  t ime inter a1 ( 20 - 1 40 s) :  
• re� ren e and out elocit ie , :':'r and .:., of the exci tation force and heaving 
buoy, re pecti ely 
• e ci tat ion force po it ion, ." and output po it ion of the hea ing buoy 1] 
• the control force and excitation force, /"1 and fex, re pectively 
• the mechanical captured power Pili ' and it average, Pm 
• the d - q component of the tator oltage, v q and v d 
• the q-a i current component which implement the control force 
• the EMF vol tage of the l i near generator 
• the electrical converted power P e ,  and i t  average, P e 
where the fir  t four item correspond to the mechanical quantitie and the last 
four corre pond to the electrical quanti t ie . 
3 .  Performance of the perturbed system under the presence of a disturbance 
force in an i rregu lar (polychromatic) ea tate of peak frequency, wp = 
0.7 rad/ s, and wave height Hs = 2 m .  Re ults of thi te t are l i sted in  tables 
that contain n ine ca e of perturbations, and a tenth ca e ( the wor t case) 
where an external d i  turbance force !dis(t )  , i s  added . The performance in 
each ca e is  mea ured in  terms of an energy drop percentage, based on the 
energy calculated for the nomi nal case. Mean square error ( MSE) is also 
calcu lated . 
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In the nominal ca e the alue of the nominal re tori ng t iffne c efficient ,  
Rno, is ho n in  Table 4 . 1 .  The 10 re i tance, Rlos , i  et to zero. For 
ca, e I through 9, the alue of the re tOling ti ffne s coefficient and the 10 
re i tance are re pecti el et to 
Rrs = RrsO + /j,s 
and 
Rloss = Rlosso + /j,1 
Then,  the value /j,s and /j,r are varied from 0 � up to 50 %. 
(4 .2)  
(4 .3 )  
I n  the  wor t ca e, the  perturbat ion value are the ame a those in  case 9. 
Moreo er, an external d i  turbance force, /dis( t) ,  i added a a thj rd input to the 
mechanical model ( in addit ion to the excitation force, fexU), and the control 
force, fl/(t» ee Figure 3 . 1 ) . A di turbance force equal to one-third of the 
magnitude of the excitation force and the same ea tate is  generated using 
S imul ink® a hown i n  Figure 4. 1 .  This unmodel led d i  turbance force i 
formulated a 
where ad = 0.5  x 1 04 and Wd = 0.5  rad/ 5 
4. 1 . 1  LHC via Robust Lead-Lag Compensator (LLC) 
(4.4) 
U ing the obtai ned mechanical model i n  ection 4. 1 and t he procedure m 
ection 3 .2 ,  the tran fer funct ion of the lead- lag com pen ator is  formulated as 
K(5) = 3 x 1 0  
6 (5 +  1 80 ) 
5 + 2  
(4 .5)  
The control ler m Equation 4 .5  repre ents  the lower- level h ierarchical 
�oo�---.--��----.----.----�--------� 
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� 1 00  
� g 0 
-E - 1 00  :l 
j< 
� -200 
-JOO ,�---_---'-____ --'-____ ..l...-__ � __ __....:.� __ ____' 
o �O .JO 60 80 1 00 1 20 I .JO 
Time [ ] 
Figure 4. 1 :  Di turbance force in irregular ea tate 
7 1  
controller. LHC, hich pro ide excel lent tracking performance to the reference 
ignal that j generated in the H HC .  
4. 1 .2 LHC via PID augmented with SMC Controller 
Referring to ection 3 .3 ,  an SMC i ynthesised and u ed a an LHC control ler. The 
parameter of Equation 3 . 1 0  are obtained and the fol lowing control ignal, fu( t )  i s  
formulated 
where 
fu( t )  = 1 00e(t )  + 1 1  OOe(t )  + 1 X 1 06 f e(t )dt + k J  sat(s(t) )  (4 .6)  
{ sign ( s( t ) )  if I s(t) 1  > 1 0  
at( s(t ) )  = 
s(t)/ 1 0  if Is ( t ) 1 < 1 0. 
4. 1 .3 LHC via Complex PID Stabilisation 
Con idering the method of complex P ID  tabi l i  ation de cribed in  section 3 .4, 
a robu t P I D  control ler i de igned as an LHC.  The weight We( s) and WT(S )  
that describe the frequency-domain characteri t ic of  the tracking performance 
pecification and i nput mul t ipl icative uncertainty, re pectively, are obtained a 
fol low : 
1 00 
WeCs)  = 
00 s + l 




The tran fer fun tion, Wee ) , i cho en a the low-pa fi l ter contain ing the 
operating frequencie of the 'y tern ithin it bandwidth .  I t  i al 0 cho en with 
min imal pha e hift within thi operat ing frequency range. 
The tran fer function, WT( ) , i obtai ned by plott ing the Bode plot of aU 
i nput mult ipl icative perturbation , 6.(s), of the plants in  et P and tracing their 
upper l imi t  0 that 6.( i Ie than WT( S) for all frequencies. Figure 4 .2  i l l ustrate 
thi pr cedure. 
1 0.3 '---'----'--'--'-'-w....u..._-'--'--'-'-'-'-'---'"--�--'-_'__'_-'-'-'-'..L..._____'__'_'_'_'_� 
1 0.2 1 0-1 1 0° 1 01 1 02 
Frequency (rad/s) 
Figure 4.2 :  Input multiplicative perturbations (6.(s» and the weighting transfer 
function (WT(S» 
The algori thm i n  section 3 .4 i s  tben appl ied using M ATLAB®. The fol lowing 
�et of n rmali ed inequabtie I ' f nnulated: 
1 .57 x 1 0-�3 k; - kd � 32360.7 
- 1 . 658 x 1 O-24k; + kd � 1 0 1 4 .6 
73 
(4 .9)  
Choo ing the parameter of the control ler from the admis ib le region the 
control ler K(s )  i obtillned a 
1 00s2 + 1 X 1 06 + 6.6 x 1 07 
K(  ) = ----------------
The elected parameter of the control ler atisfy the condit ion 
h \/"'n i n  Figure 4 .3  
CD 
:3. 1 0.0 42  Q) "0 :::J 
C Ol 
� 1 0.0 44  
I I I Wc( s  S ( s )  I + I WT(s)T(s )  1 1 100<  1 
--- Nominal 
_ . - , - Pertulbat lons 
-Worst case 
Frequency (rad/s) 
(4 . 1 0) 
Figure 4.3 : De ign problem of the robust PID controller satisfying the Dorm condition : 
I I I We(s)S ( s) 1 + 1 WT(s)T(s)  1 1 100< 1 
4. 1 .4 H H C  via 'fran fer Functions Method (TF) 
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The btained tran. fer fun tion of the control ler in ub ection 4 . 1 . 1  and 4 . 1 .3 
are U '  d 10 obtain  two H HC ia tran fer function method controller . Intrin ic  
re, i lance value of ea h H HC are obtained below. 
HHC via TF method for the lead-lag compensator LHC 
ing the pro edure in ection 3 .5 ,  a look-up table i obtained for the intrin ic 
re i tance, R:j of Equation 3 . 26, for di fferent ea tate of peak frequency wp in 
range from 0.5 - 1 rad / and wave pec ific height , Hs, of 1 111 , 2 In ,  and 3 m .  
R e  ult  are hown in Table 4 ._  and plotted in  Figure 4.4. 
Wp radls Hs = 1 m Hs = 2 m  Hs = 3 111 
0.5 1 . 1 7 l . 1 5  1 .73 
0.55 1 0.98 1 .48 
0.6 0 .86 0.85 1 . 27 
0.65 0.73 0.72 1 .08 
0.7 0.63 0.6 1 0.92 
0.75 0.54 0.53 0.8 
0.8 0.47 0.46 0.69 
0.85 0.4 0.39 0.58 
0.9 0.33 0.33 0.49 
0.95 0.3 0.29 0.43 
1 0.24 0.24 0.36 
Table 4-.2:  Look-up table for the value of R:j in MN 1m ba ed on transfer functions of 
the LLC 
It i a umed that the m aximum level of control force ,  fum that can be 
generated by the PTO i 1 .5 MN. The ratio Pem/?e i designed to be less than 
1 0. The de igned value of fum for the obtained R:j i s  reduced to 0.49 MN, 1 MN 
and 1 MN for Hs = 1 117, 2 In ,  and 3 m re pectively. 
H H C  via TF method for the PID compensator LHC 
Simi lar to the ca  e of TF-LLC, u i ng the procedure i n  section 3 .5 ,  a look-up table 
i s  obtained for the i ntrinsic resi tance, R:j of Equation 3 . 26, for d i fferent  sea state 
2 
E 1.5 ..... Z � 
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. • • • • •  Hs = 1 m 
- Hs = 2 m 
- - - Hs = 3  m 
0.9 1 
Figure 4.4: Bode plot of R�J corre ponding to the TF-LLC for various ignificant wave 
height 
of peak fr quency wI' in range from 0.5 - 1 rad/ s and wa e pecific height , Hs 
of 1 Ill , 2 111, and 3 Ill . Re u l ts are hown in Table 4 .3  and plotted in Figure 4 .5 .  
A e plained earlier, i t i as umed that the maximum level of control force, 
film,  that can be generated by the PTO is l .5 MN. The rat io Pem/?e i des igned 
to be Ie than 1 0. The de igned value of film for the obtained R;j i reduced to 
0 .5  M , 1  M and 1 MN for Hs = 1 m, 2 171, and 3 m re pect i  ely. 
Wp rad/ s Hs = 1 m  Hs = 2m Hs = 3m 
0.5 1 . 1 4  l . 1 4  1 .7 1  
0.55 0.97 0.97 1 .46 
0.6 0.84 0.84 1 .26 
0.65 0.7 1 0.7 1 l .07 
0 .7 0.6 1 0.6 1 0.9 1 
0.75 0.52 0.52 0.78 
0.8 0.45 0.45 0.68 
0.85 0.39 0.39 0.58 
0.9 0.33 0.33 0.49 
0.95 0.28 0.28 0.42 
1 0.24 0.24 0.35 
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. . . . . .  Hs = l m 
- Hs = 2 m  
- - - Hs = 3 m 
Figure -+.5 :  Bode plot of R;j corre ponding to the TF-PID for variou ignificant wave 
height. 
4. 1 .5 H H C  via Quadratic Programmi ng Method ( QP) 
Thi HCS control trategy deploys the quadratic programm ing (QP) proce 
di cu ed in ection 3 .6  to design the HHC. The resul t in g  I-lliC i a look-up table 
(Table .fA) that choo e the intr in ic  re i tance, R�p' ba ed on the ea state, i .e .  the 
peak ave frequenc , wp, and the ignificant wave height, Hs . A mesh plot for the 
R�p i s  hown i n  Figure 4 .6 .  












H - s = l m  H - s = 2 m  H - s = 3 m  
0. 1 900 0.3660 0.4360 
0. 1 680 0.3300 0.4000 
0. 1 560 0.3000 0.39 1 0  
0. 1400 0.2800 0.3740 
0. 1 300 0.2600 0.3540 
0. 1 1 90 0.2500 0.3400 
0. 1 040 0.2400 0.3300 
0.0999 0.2200 0.3 1 00 
0.0960 0.2 1 00 0.2920 
0.09 0.2000 0.2800 
0.0830 0. 1 900 0.2730 
Table 4.4: Look-up table for the value of R�p in MNs/m based on the quadratic 
programming (QP) method 
4 5  
E 3 5 
z -; 3 
c 
� 2 5 � 2 
.. E 1 S E 
o s  ' 5  
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Figure 4.6: Mesh plot for the alue of R�p ba ed on the quadratic programming (QP) 
method 
4.2 Results and Analysis 
i ng the etup value for each controller in ection 4 . 1 ,  five h ierarchical 
control tern ( HCS ) are con tructed . For each HCS,  a combination of LHC and 
H HC i e lected. The re u ltant overal l  y tern are : 
1 .  TF-LLC: refer to an HHC via the transfer function method, combined with 
an LHC via a robu t lead-lag compen a tar. 
2 .  TF-PID:  refer to an H HC ia the tran fer functions method, combined with 
an LHC via a complex P ID tab i l i  ation method. 
3 .  QP-LLC :  refer to an H HC via the quadrat ic programming method, combined 
wi th an LHC v ia  a robu t lead-lag compen atar. 
4. QP-PID:  refer to an H H C  via the quadratic programm ing method, combined 
wi th an LHC v ia  a complex P ID  stab i l i sation method. 
5. QP-PID:  refers to an H H C  via the quadrat ic programming method, combined 
with an LHC v ia  a PID augmented with an SMC control ler. 
7 
Re ul t  for each HC are btained and analy ed in the fol lowing ection 
Moreover, the performance of orne HCS i compared i th that of other control 
method in ection 3 . 7 .  
4.2. 1 R ults of  TF- L LC 
tern per� rmance under nominal condi tion for ign ificant wa e height Hs, 
f 1 In and 3 111 i. , hown in the graphs of figure 4 . 7  and 4 .8 ,  re pectively. The 
performance f the RL method, di cu ed in the la t ection of chapter 3 i added 
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Figure 4.7 :  Simulation re u l t  of the TF-LLC and RL u ing a monochromatic sea state 
of Hs = 1 m 
Both control technique show acceptable performance, for both igni ficant 
heights CBs = 1 m and Bs = 3 m), in terms of max i mum control force and maximum 
ratio of maximum captured mechanical power to i ts  mean . These are l .5 MN and 
1 0, re pectively. The efficiency of the RL i s  stable at around 62 % i n  al l  sea state , 
whi le i t  how a lower amount with a gradual increment of the TF-LLC for both 
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Figure 4.8 :  Simulation re ul t  of the TF-LLC and RL using a monochromatic sea tate 
of Hs = 3 111 
height . The efficiency of the TF-LLC ranges from about 30 % to below 60 % 
with a gradual increment from low frequenc to high frequency for both heights. 
However, the captured mechanical power, Pm, and the converted electrical power, 
Pe, are ignificantly h igher with the TF-LLC method than with the RL method for 
a l l  range of the peak frequency, wP' and the ignificant wave height, Hs . 
The irnulation re u l t  using the i rregular sea tate for mechanical and 
elec trical quantit ie are hown in figure 4.9 and 4 . 1 0, re pect ively. The tracking 
capab i l i ty of the LHC i demon trated in Figure 4.9 (a) .  The figure how that 
the vel oc ity of the buoy z is exactly equal to it reference. The value of the mean 
quare error ( MSE) i 4 . 1 4  x 1 0-5 . Thi i nd icate nearly perfect tracking capabi l i ty 
of the lead- lag compen ator. Con idering the radiu of the buoy, the elevation of 
the buoy z, and the wave elevation 1] in Figure 4.9 (b) we can conc lude that there i 
no extreme excur ion of the buoy. Extreme excursion must be avoided, to prevent 
phy ical damage on the PTO. Figure 4.9 shows a compari on between the control 
o 
force 1,/, and the excitation for e fet .  The control force ha the ame order of 
magnitude a the citation force, fex( t ) .  I t  al 0 La  below it de igned l imitation. 
The in tantaneou captured po er Pm i hown in Figure 4.9 (c). From the re ult , 
an average captured po er Pm of 0 . 1 ] MW i generated. The d - q component 
f the tat r vol tage are hown in Figure 4 . 1 0  ( a) .  The q-axi current component 
i �l/ that implement the fu( l )  i hown in  Figure 4. 1 0  ( b) ,  whi le Figure 4. 1 0  ( c )  
how the EM F voltage of  the PTO. An a erage converted power Pe of  0.07 M W i 
pr duced b the PTO. Thi j hown in  Figure 4 . 1 0  (c ) .  This  corre pond to 62.4 % 
of the conver ion effici ncy from Pm to Pe . 
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Figure 4.9: Simulation result howing mechanical quanti tie produced by the TF-LLC 
under a polychromatic ea tate with Hs = 2 In and wp = 0.7 rad/ s 
The main properties of the LHC provide the tracki ng and maintain the 
robu tne of the control led system.  Perturbat ion scenarios discus ed in ection 4 . 1 
are appl ied i n  the WEC sy tern to test these propertie . Re ults are summarised in  
Table 4.5 in  terms of  energy drop percentage and MSE .  The table shows that the 
energy drop i ncrea es sl ightly with the i ncrease in  the restoring stiffnes coefficient, 
Rrs, while i t  i ncreases significantly with the loss resi tance, Rtoss . Tracking 
performance i almost conserved, which ensures robustne s .  However, i t  sl ightly 
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Figun; -+. 1 0 : imu lati n re ult howing electrical quantitie produced by the TF-LLC 
under a po I)- hr mati ea tate with H = 2 111 and wp = 0.7 rad/ s 
Ca;-e-. 8., (7.  8. % .1 Energy [kWh] Energy Drop % MSE [ x  1 0-)] 
Ca e 1 0 0 3 .77 7 .2 1 4.07 
Case 2 0 0.25 3.76 7 .23 4 . 1 1  
Case 3 0 0.5 3 .75 7 . 25 4. 1 6  
Ca e -+  0.25 0 3 .68 9.02 4.05 
Ca e 5 0.25 0.25 3 .68 9.03 4.09 
Case 6 0.25 0.5 3 .68 9.05 4. 1 4  
Case 7 0.5 0 3 .6 1 1 0.82 4.03 
Case 8 0.5 0.25 3 .6 1  1 0.84 4.08 
Ca e 9 0.5 0.5 3 .6 1 1 0 .86 4 . 1 3  
Wor t Ca e 0.5 0.5 3 .6 1 ] 0.9 4.3 1 
Table -+ .5 :  Performance of TF-LLC under vanou perturbation scenarIo and 
di turbance force , and the wor t-ca e cenario 
affected the exi  tence of the di turbance force in the wor t-ca e cenano .  
4.2.2 Re u l ts of TF-PID 
Sy. tem performance u nder nomi nal condit ion for ign ificant wa e height , Hs, 
of 1 m and 3 1 11 i hown in the graph of figure 4. 1 1  and 4. 1 2, re pect i  e ly. 
The performance of the TF-LLC t rategy i added to the graph for the ake of 
compan on . 
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Figure .. U 1 :  i mulation re ul t ' of the TF-PID and TF-LLC u ing a monochromatic 
ea 'tate f H,\ = 1 III 
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Figure 4. 1 2 : S imulation re u l  of  the TF-PI D  and TF-LLC u 1 09 a monochromatic 
ea tate of Hs = 3 11l 
3 
B th control te hniqu h \! acceptable perfonnance. f r b th ign ificant 
heights. H \ = I m and H \ = 3 111. in  tenn of rna i rnurn antral force and maximum 
rat io of mao imum captured mechanical power to it mean . The e are 1 .5 M 
and 1 0. r pect ivel . The efficien of the TF-P ID i higher and m re table 
c mpared to th TF-LL . It how. a l ightl increa ing trend ith re pect to the 
peak. wav frequenc . and range fr m 6 1  % to 64 � for al l  ea tate . Power 
i n  the case f H� = I m are general l of the arne rder. A erage captured power, 
Pili . of the TF- PI D  i 100\er in  low-peak frequencie . whi le i t  i ncrea e i n  high peak 
frequen ie . compared to th TF-LLC. On the ther hand, the converted power. P e ,  
f the TF-PI D i '  higher through the  peak frequency range. a hown i n  Figure 4. 1 1  
(a)  and (b )  re pecti\'el . For a J l  ea tate ( i .e .  both height ) ,  the maximum 
control force. flllll ' and the rna i mum can erted power, Pem • how int ere t ingly 
l inear trend . decrea ing and i ncrea ing re pe tively. ith re pect to the peak wa e 
frequenc . wp .  
The imulation re ul t  u mg the i rregular ea state for mechanical and 
electrical quan tit ie. are hown in  figure 4. 1 3  and 4. 1 4, re pect ively. The tracking 
capabi l i t  of the LHC i demon trated in Figure 4. 1 3  (a) .  The figure how that 
the vela it of the buo , .:.. i alma t equal to it reference. The value of the mean 
quare error M S E) i l .72  x 1 0-4 . Thi indicate very good tracking capabi l i ty of 
the PID control ler. Can idering the radiu of the buoy, the ele ation of the buoy 
-. and the wa e elevat ion, 1], i n  Figure 4. 1 3  (b) ,  we can conclude that there i no 
e treme excur ion of the buoy. Figure 4. 1 3  how a cornpari on between the control 
force fl/( t) and the e c i tation force fex.  The control force ha  the arne order of 
magnitude a the excitation force, feAt) . I t  al a tay below i t  designed l imi tation . 
The i n  tantaneou captured power Pm i hown i n  Figure 4. 1 3  (c ) .  From the re u l t  , 
an a erage captured power Pm of 0. 1 1  M W  i generated. The d - q component of 
the tator oltage are hown in  Figure 4. 1 4  (a ) .  The q-axi current component 
isq that implement the fit) i hown i n  Figure 4. 1 4  (b), whi le Figure 4. 1 4  (c )  
"h v." the EM F \' ltage f the PT . n average onverted po\\ er Pe of 0.07 M �  
produced by th PT . Thi i "  h wn i n  Figure 4 . 1 4  ( ) . Thi corre p nd to 62.4 % 
of the con er"ion effici nc fr m Pili t Pc . The re ult obtai ned are imi lar to the 
rre<.,p nding re. u l t" in the case f TF-LL . 
. . , 
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Figure 4. 1 3 :  Simulation re ult  howing mechan ical quantItle produced by the 
TF-PID under a polychromatic ea tate with Hs = 2 m and wp = 0.7 rad/ s 
Perturbation cenano di  cu ed i n  ection 4. 1 are appl ied to the TF-P ID to 
te t i t  tracking capabi l i ty and robu tne . Re u l t  are umm ari ed in  Table 4 .6 
i n  term of energy drop percentage and M SE .  The TF-P ID hows s imi lar att i tude 
to that of the TF-LLC but with a higher M S E  which i ndicate that the tracking 
capab i l i ty of the LLC i uperior. The table how that the energy drop increa e 
l ight ly w ith an increa e in  the re toring t iffne coefficient, Rrs, whi le i t  i ncrea e 
ignificantly with the lo. re i tance, Rloss.  Tracking performance i almo t 
con erved, which en ure robu tne . However, i t  l ightly affected the exi tence 
of the di turbance force in the wor t-ca e cenario. 
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Figure ·+. l ·+:  imulation re ult  howing electrical quanti tie produced b the TF-PID 
under a polychromatic , a tate with H.I = 2 117 and wp = 0.7 rad/s 
Cases tl/ % tls % Energy [kWh] Energy Drop % MSE [x 1 0-4] 
Case 1 0 0 3.75 7 . 1 9  1 .23 
Ca'e 2 0 0.25 3.75 7 .26 1 .26 
Case 3 0 0.5 3.75 7 .33 1 .3 
Case 4 0.25 0 3 .68 8 . 1 0  1 .22 
Case 5 0.25 0.25 3 .68 9.05 1 .25 
Case 6 0.25 0.5 3 .67 9 . 1 2  1 .28 
Case 7 0.5 0 3 .6 1 1 0.78 1 .2 1  
Case 8 0 .5 0.25 3 .60 1 0.85 1 .24 
Case 9 0.5 0.5 3 .60 1 0.9 1 1 .27 
Worst Case 0.5 0 .5 3 .59 1 1 . 1 1 1 .38 
Table 4.6: Performance of TF-PID under vanou perturbation cenano and 
di turbance force . and the wor t-ca e cenario 
4.2.3 Resul ts of QP-LLC 
Sy tern performance under nomi nal condit ion. for ignificant wave height , Hs, of 
1 In and 3 m i shown in the graph of figures 4. 1 5  and 4. 1 6, re pectively. The 
performance of the TF-LLC method i added to the graph to compare the effect of 
6 
hanging the HHC.  
� menti ned pre\ i u ] , the TF-LLC ho acceptable perfonnance, f r 
b th Ign i ficant height ( Hs = 1 m and HI  = 3 m),  i n  ternl of maxi mum control 
force and rna imum rat io  of rna imum captured mechanical power to it mean . 
H \\ e\ er. changing the H H  in  the QP-LL re u l t  in  a l ight iolati n o f  the e 
n ... trai nb. For Hs = 1 111 , the c ntro] force generated by the LHC exceed i t  
l imitati n i n  a very smal l  rang at  low peak frequencie . Thi  range increa e f r 
approx imatel '+0C;7. of the perat ing range when H s = 3 111 . M aximum con erted 
p wer of the QP-LL rea he 0.75 M at low height and a lmo t 2 M at greater 
height. . I t  tend to decrea e at higher frequencie for both height , which make 
�en e a� the ... ea tate b orne Ie energetic. I n  addi tion, the ratio Pelll /Pe e ceed 
I t  ... de. ign alue. 1 0, at h igh frequencie when the ignificant wave height i low 
(H� = 1 111 ) ,  i .e .  a h igh energet ic ea tate. Captured power and converted power 
are b th higher in the ca e of QP-LLC at al l  operating point . The efficiency of the 
QP-LLC hm the arne trend (a gradual increa e) a in the ca e of TF-LLC but 
at a lower rate. which re u l t  in a maller d ifference between it low and high peak 
frequenc value (52 .5  - 59 % at H s = 1 117 and 60 - 65 % at H s = 3 /11 ) .  
The imulation re u l t  u i ng the i rregular ea tate for mechanical and 
electrical quanti tie are hown in figure 4 . 1 7  and 4 . 1 , re pect ively. The tracking 
apabi l i ty of the LHC i demon trated in Figure 4. 1 7  (a) .  The figure how that 
the veloc i ty of the buoy � almo t equal the reference velocity, �r ' The val ue of the 
mean quare error ( M SE) i 6.49 x 1 0-5 .  Thi  indicate the nearly perfect tracking 
capabi l i ty of the lead- lag compen ator, a mentioned before. Considering the radiu 
of the buoy. the elevation of the buoy :, and the wave ele ation 1] in  Figure 4. 1 7  b ,  
we can ee that the buoy' elevation reache cri tical value , 1 . 5 In ,  at orne point 
of the graph . Extreme excur ion mu  t be avoided to prevent phy ical damage to 
the PTO. Figure 4 . 1 7  how a compari on between the control force f,it) and the 
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Figure -+. 1 5 : imulation re ult of the QP-LLC and TF-LLC u ing a monochromatic 
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Figure 4. 1 6 : S imulation results of the QP-LLC and TF-LLC u ing a monochromatic 
ea tate of Hs = 3 111 
the c. citati n � rce.  In ( 1  ) .  I t  ta b 10\\1 i t  de. igned l imi tati n for the pe ific  ea 
stale u ed In thi te. t .  H \ e\ er. the previou B de plot. hO\ that thi con trai nt 
, ... v i  lated in me ea- tate condit i  n .  The in tantane u captured p wer Pm 
i ... ... ho n in  Figure 4. 1 7  ( ) .  Fr m the re u l ts. an average captured p \Ver Pm of 
0. 1 3  f W  i generated. The d - q c mp nent of the tator ol tage are hown in 
igure 4. 1 (a) .  Th q-a ' i !->  urrent comp nent i 1q that implement the !tit) i 
... h wn in Figure 4. 1 (b) ,  whi le Figure 4 . 1 (c )  ho the EMF voltage of the PTO. 
An u\'erage c n erted po er Pc of 0.0 M W  i produced by the PTO. Thi i hown 
i n  Figure 4. 1 (c ) .  Thi orresp nd to 6 1 .  o/c f the con er ion efficienc from 
P 11 to p( . 
: 'I' . .  
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Figure 4. 1 7 : Simulation re u l ts howing mechanical quanutJe produced by the 
QP-LLC under a polychromatic ea tate with H� = 2 m and wp = 0.7 rad/ 
Perturbation scenario d i  cu ed in  ection 4 . 1 are applied in  the WEe y tern 
to te t the tracking capabi l i ty and robu tne . Re ul t  are ummari ed in Table 4 .7  
i n  term of energy drop percentage and MSE.  The table how that the energy drop 
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Figure -l. l imulation re ult howing electrical quanti tie produced by the QP-LLC 
under a pol) chromatic ea tate with HI = 2 m  and wp = 0.7 rad/s 
In rea. e l ightly with an increa e in  the re lOring ti ffne coefficient, Rs, whi le 
i t  i ncrea. e ignificant ly with the 10 re i tance, R/oss '  Tracking performance i 
at i . factory to orne extent ,  but the M S E  i ncrea. e . ign ificantly i n  the ca e of 50 % 
perturbation i n  the re toring ti ffne coefficient, Rs. Performance i n  the wor t-ca e 
cenano 1 im i l ar to that in ca e 9 .  
4.2.4 Results of QP-PID 
The QP method i deployed in  the H H C  along wi th PID contro l ler in  the LHC level 
to produce a new trategy. Thi trategy i referred to a QP-PID.  
y tern performance under nominal condition for ignificant wave height , 
H�, of 1 m and 3 m i . hown i n  the graph of figure 4 . 1 9  and 4.20, re pect ively. 
The performance of the TF-PI D  and the QP-LLC trategie are added to the graph 
for the ake of compari on . 
90 
Ca e 6, % 61 ct Energ) [kWh] Energy Drop C7c MSE [ X 1 0�5] 
a. e I 0 0 -+.27 8 .63 2 . 1 8  
a'>c 2 0 0 .25 -+.27 8 .67 2 .28 
a ... e 3 0 0.5 4.27 8 .76 1 3 .30 
a ... e 4 0.25 0 4. 1 7  1 0.79 2 . 1 8  
a. c 5 0.25 0 .25 4. 1 7  1 0.82 2.23 
a e 6  0.25 0.5 -+. 1 6  1 0 .9 1 1 1 .56 
a'>c 7 0.5 0 4 .07 1 2 .957 2 . 1 87 7 
a e 8 0.5 0.25 4 .07 1 2 .98 2 .22 
Case 9 0.5 0.5 -+.065 1 3 .06 1 0.08 
Wo r. t 
-
Case 0.5 0.5 4.06 1 3 . 1 1 1 0.00 
Tablc 4 .7 :  Perforrnan e f QP-LLC under vanou perturbation cenario and 
dl  turban e � rce ... , and the w r t-ea e cenario 
The p rforrnance of the QP-PI D i almo t typical to that of the QP-LLC. 
H wever, the QP-PID d e not iolate the ratio  con traint a the QP-LLC doe in 
the ase of Hs = 1 171, a hown in  Figure 4 . 1 9  (e) .  In  addit ion, the QP-P ID how 
l ight ly h igher maximum con erted power, Pem, and l ightly lower efficiency in the 
a e of HI = 1 111, a ho\ n in figure 4 . ... 0 (d )  and (f), re pecti e ly. Both iolate 
the de igned rna " imum control force, !t1ll1 > at low peak wa e frequency, wp . 
F r the 'ake of compari on, the Bode plot of the con entional method 
di cu ed in the Ia t ection of chapter 3 are hown in figure 4 .2 1 and 4.22, 
along " i th tho e of the TF-P ID and QP-PID. The control trategy of u ing the 
convent ional method in  the H HC along with the LLC in  the LHC i referred to in 
the figure a C HCS-LLC.  
I n  the ca e of Hr = I 111 , the  performance of  the CHCS-LLC i ery imi lar 
to the QP-PID i n  term of a erage captured power ( Fm ), average converted power 
( Fe)' and ma i mum control force !t1T11 ) ,  a hown i n  figure 4 .2 1 ( a) ,  (b) ,  and (c ), 
re pecti e ly. However, the CHCS-LLC violate the de igned control force control 
for wider range of the peak wave frequency, wp . The CHCS-LLC ignificantly 
exceed i t  de ign value, 1 0, for the ratio  P em / Pe a hown in  Figure 4 .2 1 (e) ,  
whi le other trategie do not . The efficiency of the CHCS-LLC i lower than the 
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Figure 4. 1 9: imulation re ult of the QP-PID. TF-PID, and QP-LLC u mg a 
mon chromatic ea tate of Hf = 1 m 
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Figure 4.20: Simulation re u l t  of the QP-PID, TF-PID, and TF-LLC u 109 a 
monochromatic ea tate of Hf = 3 m 
The H -LLC e perien e \ el) p or performan e i n  the ca e f H \ = 
92 
1 1 1 .  
I n  I 'W P ai-wave frequencie , the re er ed dire t i  n f the a erage captured and 
c merted p \\er indicate higher reactive content in the electrical p wer. Thi 
p rf rmance i c mpletel und ired a it indicat that the PTO work a a m tor 
I n  tead f generat r (I:, figure 4.22 a) and (b». The max imum contr I f ree. 
fU/II . f the HC -LL i n  Figure 4.22 (c ) e ceed the de igned alue. I .S M for 
the entlr peak wav frequen } rane-e. wI" 
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Figure -l.2 1 :  irnulation re ult  of the QP-PID, TF-PID, and CHCS-LLC u Ing a 
monochromatic ea tate of Hs = 1 m 
The imulation re u l t  u 1 09 the i rregular ea tate for mechanical and 
electrical quantit ie are hown in figure 4.23 and 4 .24, re pect i  e ly. The tracking 
capabi l i t  of the LHC i demon trated in  Figure 4.23 a). The figure how that 
the eloci ty of the buoy ;" alma t equal the reference velocity Zr, with an MSE 
of 1 .72 x 1 O-� . Till value i c Io  e to  the TF-P ID ( 1 .28 x 1 0-4) .  However, i t  i 
noticeable that the tracking capabi l ity of the LLC i better i n  ca e in  which it 
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Figure 4.2�:  Simulation re u l t  of the QP-PID, TF-PID, and CHCS-LLC u ing a 
monochromatic ea tate of Hs = 3 m 
re pectivel . Con ideri ng the radiu of the buoy, the elevation of the buoy :,:, and 
the wave e le  ation T] in Figure 4 .23 (b) ,  we can see that the buoy' e levation reaches 
critical value , l .5 11 1 ,  at orne point of the graph. E treme excursioo mu t be 
a oided to pre ent phy ical damage on the PTO. Figure 4.23 shows a compari 00 
between the control force f,it) and the excitation force fex . The control force 
ha a l ightly higher order of magnitude than the excitation force, fexCt) · I t  tay 
below it de igned l imitation for the peci fic ea tate used i n  thi test. However, 
the previou Bode plots how that th is can traint i violated in some ea-state 
condition . The instantaneou captured power Pm is shown in the Figure 4.23 (c ) .  
From the re  u lts,  an average captured power Pm of 0 . 1 3  M W  i generated, the arne 
a that generated by the QP-LLC. The d - q compooents of the tator voltage are 
hown in Figure 4 .24(a) .  The q-axis  current component i sq that implements the 
f,/ (t) is shown in Figure 4 .24(b), whi le Figure 4 .24(c) shows the EMF voltage of 
the PTO. An average converted power Fe of 0.08 M W, al a im i lar to the QP-LLC, 
i produced by t he PTO. Thi i shown in  Figure 4 .24 (c) .  This carre poods to 
94 
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Figure 4 .23 :  S imulation results howing mechanical quantItJe produced by the 
QP-PI D under a polychromatic ea tate wi th Hs = 2 171 and wp = 0.7 rad/ s 
S i mi l ar to  previou trategies, we apply perturbat ion cenario di cu ed in  
ection 4 . 1 to the  QP-P ID  to test the  tracking capabi l i ty and robu tnes . Re u l t s  are 
ummari ed i n  Table 4 . 8  i n  tenn of  energy drop percentage and M S E. 
Cases 1'::.[ % t:.s 9( Energy [ kWh]  Energy Drop % MSE [ x 1 0-4 ] 
Ca e 1 0 0 4 .24 8 .56 1 .65 
Case 2 0 0.25 4.24 8.62 1 . 7 
Case 3 0 0.5 4.24 8 .75 4.83 
Case 4 0.25 0 4 . 1 5  1 0 .70 1 .64 
Ca e 5  0.25 0.25 4 . 1 4  1 0 .76 1 .68 
Ca e 6  0.25 0.5 4. 1 4  1 0 .88 4.26 
Ca e 7 0.5 0 4.05 1 2 .83 1 .62 
Case 8 0.5 0.25 4.04 1 2 .90 l .67 
Case 9 0.5 0.5 4.038 1 1 3 .00 3 .77 
Wor t Ca e 0.5 0.5 4.03 1 3 . 1 83 3 .62 
Table 4.8 :  Performance of QP-PID under varlOUS perturbation scenarios and 
disturbance force , and the worst-ca e scenario 
The table shows s imi lar resu l ts to those of the trategies using the quadratic 
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Figure -+.24: Simulat ion re ul t  howing electrical quantities produced by the QP-PID 
under a polychromatic ea tate with Hs = 2 m and wp = 0.7 rad / s 
programming technique (QP) to obtain the opt imum reference, The energy drop 
l ight ly i th  an i ncrea e in  the restoring t iffne s coefficient ,  Rs, while 
i t  i ncrea e ignificantly w i th the 10 re i stance, R/oss . Tracking performance i s  
a t i  factory to  orne extent, bu t  t he MSE i ncrea e ignificant ly for the ca e of 50  % 
perturbat ion i n  t he re toring ti ffne coefficient ,  Rs. Performance in  the wor t-ca e 
cenario i s imi lar to that i n  ca e 9. We can conclude t hat the QP liliCs show 
poor re u l t  i n  terms of robu tne at 50 % perturbat ion i n  t he restoring st i ffness 
coefficient ,  Rs. 
4.2.5 Results of QP-SMC 
Sy tern performance under nominal condit ions for ignificant wave heights Hs, of 
1 In and 3 m i hown in  the graph s  of fi gures 4.25 and 4.26, re pective ly. The 
previou \y analysed performance of the QP-LLC method i s  added to the graphs for 
compari on . 
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Figure 4._5 : S imulation re ul t  of the QP-SMC and QP-LLC u ing a monochromatic 
ea state of Hs = 1 111 
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Figure 4.26: Simulation resul ts of the QP-SMC and QP-LLC using a monochromatic 
ea state of H s = 3 In 
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The performan e of the QP- MC i very irn i lar to  that of the QP-LLe. The 
n t iceable d ifference i that the rat io Pem/ Fe doe not exceed i t  de ign value, 1 0, 
i n  the ca. e of QP- MC compared to the QP-LLC for a ignificant wa e height 
HI = 1 17l. The max imum c n erted electrical power P elll i l ightly lower in the 
QP- Me. For ignificant height Hs = 3 111, the performance re u l t  are t i l l  cIa e ta 
each ther. H owever, the rna irnum can erted electrical power Pem and the rat io 
Pelll / Pc are low in  low peak frequencie . Hence, the efficiency is also lower in  thi 
range i .e .  0.5 - 0.7 rad / . 
The imulation re ul t  u mg the i rregular ea tate for mechanical and 
electri a l  quantit ie._ are hown in figures 4.27 and 4.28,  re pectively. The tracking 
apabi l i ty of the SMC i demon t rated i n  Figure 4 .27 (a) .  The figure haws that 
the veloci t  of the buoy ':' perfectly matches the reference veloci ty, �r ' The value of 
the mean quare error (MSE)  i 2 . 1 9  x l  0-5 .  Thi i ndicates that the SMC provide 
perfect tracking capabi l i t  . Can idering the radius  of the buoy, the elevation of the 
buo -, and the wa e ele ation T7 i n  Figure 4.27 (b ) ,  we can ee that the buoy ' 
elevation rea he crit ical values, 1 .5 m at orne poi nt of the graph . Figure 4.27 
how a compari on between the control force fll( t )  and the excitation force fex­
The contro l  force has a s l ight ly higher order of magnitude than the e c i tation force, 
fexCt) .  It tay below it de igned l imitat ion for the . pecific  sea tate u ed in  thi  te t .  
The i n  tantaneou captured power Pm i shown in Figure 4 .27  ( c ) .  From the re ul ts ,  
an a erage captured power Pm of 0. 1 3  MW i s  generated. The d - q component of 
the tator voltage are hown in  Figure 4.28 (a). The q-axi current component 
isq t hat implement the fu(t )  i hown i n  Figure 4.28 (b) ,  whi le Figure 4.28 (c )  
how the EMF voltage of the  PTO. An average converted power P e of 0.08 MW i 
produced by the PTO. Thi i hown i n  Figure 4.28 (c) .  This corresponds to 6 1 .8 % 
of t he conversion efficiency from Pm to Pe · 
I n  general ,  the performance of the QP-SMC is alma t i dentical to that of the 
QP-LLC for this sea state. This i expected, based on the Bode plots of the e 
9 
HC . I n  lower frequencie ( Ie  than 0 .7 rad / s) ,  d ifference are e pected in the 
av rage p er and efficien y. However, the MSE of the QP- MC (2 . 1 9  x 1 0-5 ) i 
igni ficaml lower than that of the QP-LLC (6.49 x 1 0-5 ) .  Thi reflect the higher 
tracking capabi l i ty of the QP- MC 
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Figure 4.27 :  Simulation re u l ts howing mechanical quantities produced by the 
QP-SMC under a polychromatic sea tate with Hs = 2 m and wp = 0.7 rad/ S 
Pertu rbat ion scenario d i  cus ed i n  section 4. 1 are appl ied in the WEC sy tern 
to te t the tracking capab i l i ty and robustne s .  Resul ts are summarised in Table 4.9 
i n  terms of energy drop percentage and MSE. A trend imil ar to that of the 
QP-LLC is  noted for the QP-AMC The table how that the energy drop increase 
l ightly with an i ncrea e in the restoring st i ffnes coefficient, Rs,  while it increases 
significant ly with the 10 s re istance, Rloss . Tracking performance is satisfactory to 
orne extent, but the MSE i ncrea e ignificantly for the case of 50 % perturbation 
i n  the restoring t iffness coefficient, Rs. Performance in the wor t-case cenario is 
i rni l ar to that in  ca e 9 .  
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Figure 4.28 :  Simulation re ult howing electrical quanti tie produced by the QP-SMC 
under a polychromatic ea tate with Hs = 2 171 and wp = 0.7 rad / s 
Ca e t::., % t::.s % Energy [kWh] Energy Drop % MSE [x l0-�] 
Ca e 1 0 0 4.27 8 .63 2. 1 8  
Case 2 0 0 .25 4.27 8 .67 2 .28 
Case 3 0 0.5 4.27 8 .76 1 .33 
Case 4 0.25 0 4. 1 7  1 0.80 2 . 1 8  
Ca e 5  0.25 0.25 4. 1 7  1 0.82 2 .24 
Case 6 0.25 0.5 4. 1 7  1 0.9 1 1 . 1 6 
Case 7 0.5 0 4.07 1 2 .95 2. 1 8  
Case 8 0.5 0.25 4.07 1 2 .98 2 .23 
Ca e 9  0.5 0.5 4 .06 1 3 .06 1 .0 1  
Worst Case 0.5 0.5 4.06 1 3 . 1 1 1 .00 
Table 4.9:  Performance of QP-LLC under vanous perturbation cenanos and 
disturbance forces, and wor t -ca e scenario 
hapter 5: onelu ion 
In  thl,) ')tud}. lie eral hierarchical control trategie (HC ) are propo d 
f r contr I l i ng heaving \ a e energ c n erter ( W  C ). Two meth d are 
pr po. ed for the H H  and three � r the LH . Five c mbination ar D rmulated 
to a<;�e ... their p rD rmanc and find out the be t combination in term. of 
enhancl l1g captured and on e11ed power, achie ing be t tracking peliorrnance 
and di turban e reje ti n and maintain ing de ign n traint . All  the ntrol ler 
are m del-ba ed reference-ba ed c ntrol ler . The principle of maximum power 
tran. fer i .  used t de ign al l the control trategi . computer imulation i 
the propo ed on trol ler in  term of the amount of captured energy, 
s tem l imi tation handl ing, and the en i ti i ty to model uncertaintie and e ternal 
di. turbance . 
5. 1 Re earch Finding ummary 
The core re earch output and finding are ummari ed a : 
• A no e l  h igher hierarchical Control ler HHC)  i de eloped for maximi ing 
the captured power wi th con traint  on the buoy ' elevation. A con trained 
optimi ation problem i nthe i ed and 01 ed u i ng quadratic programming 
(QP) . 
• A imple algorithm i u ed i n  the H HC to obta in the reference ignal for the 
10  er hierarchical control ler (LHC) .  The objective i to effectively i mpro e 
the captured power wi thout iolating the con trai nt on the rna i mum alue 
of the control force and the PTO ut i l i  ation inde . The tran fer function of the 
controller in  the latter i uti l i  ed to carry out the calculations of the int rin  ic 
re i tance in  the H HC.  
• A novel LHC of  a PI D control ler augmented with l id ing mode control i 
] 0 ]  
de Igned . Th d )  namlc m del i n  the LH not con idered i n  the de ign 
f thi . meth d .  
• r bu P I D  c ntr l Ier i de. igned a an LHC u mg com pie P ID 
tab i l i  a t i  n t pr \ id tracki ng pert rrnan e and robu tne ' again t 
mode l l  d uncertaint ie . 
• n ther LH i de igned u ' ing H the r a a no el lead-lag compen ator. 
Tracking capabi l it) and minimi ed c ntrol for e are achieved b thi LHC. 
• The dey loped n \ el H H  and LHC are combined to produce complete 
hierar h i  al ontr 
and as e' ed. 
( H  ) trategie . Each combination i anal zed 
• The pr po ed control trategie are alidated u mg a ful l  wa e-to-wire 
time-domain model , and proper perforrnan e in dice that mea ure the 
effeclivene of the contr l Ier in all a pect , m chanica! and electrical . 
• TF-PID and TF-LLC how the be t performance in  term of mai ntaining 
con t raint , enhancing captured and con erted power and achie ing 
ati f ing tracking perfomlance and robu tne . Ho e er, TF-PI D achieve 
better efficienc whi le TF-LLC achieve better tracking performance. 
• ing QP a H HC dominate the over al l  performance of the HC . I t  achie e 
h igher captured and con erted power but violate con traint in  certain 
ea- tate . 
• TF-P ID and TF-LLC are recommended i n  general . However QP method 
can be u ed for pecific ea- tate . 
5.2 Future Work 
Many re earch effort related to WEC are propo ed, and the WEC re earch 
team at the UAEU plan to carry them out in the near future .  Below i a ummary 
1 02 
f the t pi 
• The t [ i nt grat ing the WEe to the grid v. i l l  be con idered . Thi 
in lude imestigat ine the reaction of th W e again t udden hange in 
the poi nt of comm n upl ing (P e) .  uch a fault and rapid load variation . 
The pov. er lab rator f the AE equipped ith a a e energy te t rig 
and p , er "y tem imulat r that fac i l i tate thi re earch topic. 
• The concept of the hard, are-in-the-Ioop ( H I L) imulat ion wi l l  be uti l i  ed to 
\ ali date the de\ el p d c ntrol trategie . The te t rig a ai lable in the AEU 
lab repre ent th PMLG, hile the wave-buoy interact ion can be imulated 
in the mputer. B th part interact with each other. Thi e l iminate the need 
to conduct a wet te t u ing a cal ed-down model of the WEe and reduce the 
e peri mental co t .  
• The p o  ibi l i t ie o f  d e  eloping i ntel l igent control ler u t i l i  ing neural 
network ( ) w i l l  be i nve tigated . Such controller can carry out onl ine 
tem identification for the W Ee by col lect ing data from the device and the 
urrounding duri ng op rat ion. 
• upervi ory control trategie wi l l  be de igned, in  which better coordination 
between the h igher-Ie el and lower-Ie el control loop wi l l  be achie ed. Thi 
produce control act ion that create a compromi  e between the mechanical 
and e lectrical i de of the y tern .  
• A e ment tudie that con ider the ea tate o f  the ea tern co t of the UAE 
wi l l  be carried out, and the fea ibil i ty of implementing WEe farm there wi l l  
be  i nve t igated. 
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